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ABSTRACT 

 

Around half of energy consumption in the US industrial sector comes from 

separation process, in which are commonly achieved through distillation. One drawback 

for distillation is its thermally driven process requiring phase change to achieve separation, 

making it thermodynamically inefficient. Alternatively, membrane-based separation is a 

partial pressure driven process allowing energy saving up to 90 % relative to distillation. 

Currently, the most common membrane material is made out of polymer. However, its 

performance is limited by polymeric upper bound, restricting them to be commercially 

attractive for light gases separation. 

Zeolitic-imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs) recently gained popularity for membrane-

based gas separations (i.e. ZIF-8 has shown impressive propylene/propane separation). 

ZIFs are porous crystalline structure consist of metal center bridged by imidazolate linker.  

Despite their potential for gas separation applications, ZIFs crystalline nature limits their 

available aperture sizes. One strategy to overcome this limitation is to tune their effective 

apertures through the hybrid approach. By mixing different metal centers and/or linkers 

(M/L), the molecular sieving properties of so called hybrid ZIFs can be finely tuned, which 

can potentially extend the separation applications of ZIF materials for many important gas 

mixtures. 
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In this dissertation, we investigated the tunable properties of various hybrid ZIFs 

deriving from ZIF-8, and adopt the microwave-assisted (MW) synthesis technique, which 

have been shown to be advantageous over the convective heating as it provides rapid and 

volumetric heating. The MW synthesis significantly reduces synthesis time, produces 

higher yield for various hybrid ZIFs, and enable one-step synthesis of hybrid ZIFs 

consisting both mixed metals and linkers. MW technique also facilitate the linker doping 

synthesis strategy, which was previously reported to be unsuccessful through conventional 

approach. The linker doping strategy expands the option of imidazolate linker that can be 

mixed to synthesize hybrid linker ZIFs while retaining their topology. Furthermore, the 

first example of high quality mixed metal ZIF membranes were fabricated using MW 

seeding technique and secondary growth. Finally, we developed novel rapid one-pot MW 

synthesis of mixed linker ZIF membranes—the fastest metal organic framework 

membranes fabrication. Through mixing M/L, all hybrid ZIFs investigated here showed 

tunable molecular sieving properties and/or “gate-opening” framework flexibilities. 
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CHAPTER I  

INTRODUCTION  

 

Separation and purification processes are of critical importance in 

chemical/petrochemical industries, which are commonly achieved through energy-

intensive distillation.1-3 The rising demand for separation, in particular for the light olefins 

(i.e. ethylene and propylene), expect an increase in energy consumption. In US alone, ~ 

15 % of total energy consumption originates from chemical separations.4-5 The high 

demand in energy not only increases the cost, but also elevates the production of 

greenhouse gases through combustion of fossil fuel, which can affect climate change6-7 

and impact future societies.8 Replacement of thermally driven traditional distillation 

process with more energy efficient partial-pressure driven membrane-based separation is 

expected to reduce up to 90% energy consumption.3  

At the moment, polymeric membranes are dominant for gas separations9 primarily 

due to their processability into scalable hollow fibers with sub-micron thick selective skin 

layers and their low membrane cost. One major limitation of current polymeric 

membranes is the trade-off between permeabilities and selectivities,10-11 two important 

membrane performance metric. This restrains the performance of polymeric membranes, 

which frequently fall outside the commercially attractive region as reported by Robeson 

illustrated in Figure I-1.10-12 Moreover, the polymer membranes suffer from plasticization 
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and swelling issues at elevated pressure which may reduce the selectivity in gas separation 

performance.13-15  

 

Figure I-1. Schematic representation of the relationship between permeability and 

selectivity, with Robeson upper bounds from 1991 and 2008.10-11 The distance or position 

of the commercially interesting area relative to the upper bound can vary depending on 

the separation problem. Reproduced and modified with permission.12 Copyright 2017, 

Wiley. 

New membrane material consisting inorganic crystalline compound such as 

zeolites16 and metal organic frameworks (MOFs)17 have been studied to overcome the 

polymeric membrane upper bound limit. However, these crystalline materials suffer from 

fundamental limitation where their available pore apertures are discrete. As a result, often 
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times their apertures are too large, which makes them not selective while highly 

permeable, and vice versa as illustrated in Figure I-1. Two approaches can be taken to 

challenge the polymer upper bound limit and crystalline nature of inorganic membranes: 

1) mixed matrix membranes (MMMs), which are composite membranes made by 

combining an inorganic or inorganic-organic hybrid material in the form of micro- or 

nanoparticles (as a filler) and a polymer matrix;12, 18 and 2) hybrid metal organic 

framework membranes consisting of mixed metals and linkers.19-20  

Mixed matrix membranes (MMMs) have gained interests because it combine 

synergistically the easy processability of polymers and the superior gas-separation 

performance of porous filler materials.12 Koros18 mentioned that MMMs can be 

considered as evolutionary advancement bridging the gap between polymer and inorganic 

membranes. Many have also shown the potential of MMMs for gas separation as reviewed 

in several excellent articles.12, 21-27 However, as composite-like material, MMMs face 

multiple fabrication challenges such as interfacial defects, agglomeration, and 

sedimentation as discussed by Chen et al.28 Additionally, to further push the boundary 

limit of permeability and selectivity, development of hybrid MOF membranes are 

necessary (Figure I-1). 

Metal organic frameworks or MOFs are inorganic-organic crystalline structure 

consisting of metal nodes bridged by organic linkers. One of the unique features of MOFs 

is the flexibility in their design and synthesis, which allows the preparation of MOFs 

containing more than one metal (mixed-metal) or more than one linker (mixed-linker), 
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termed hybrid MOFs.20 Introduction of new metal or linker within the framework of MOFs 

can change its structure topology, pore window and cage, and surface properties (e.g. 

polarity, hydrophobicity, etc.) as illustrated in Figure I-2. In case of gas separation, tuning 

of pore apertures for molecular sieving is critical to target the sieving size of various 

component mixture, thus, expanding the available apertures option for crystalline MOFs.  

 

Figure I-2. Schematic representation of the formation of (a) a mixed linker MOFs with 

different functionalized organic linker and (b) a mixed metal MOFs through use of 

different metal centers in the synthesis. Reproduced with permission.19 Copyright 2011, 

The Royal Society of Chemistry. 

Among MOFs, zeolitic imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs) have recently gained 

interests for gas separation due to their ultra- microporosities (pores less than 5 Å) and 

relatively high chemical/thermal stabilities.29 ZIF-8, in particular, is a prototypical ZIFs 

that has attracted most of research interests mainly due to its impressive propylene (~ 4.0 
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Å) and propane (~ 4.2 Å) separation performance, which is one of the most difficult 

chemical separations because of their very similar properties (i.e. relative volatilities and 

molecular sizes).30-36 Despite its impressive separation performance,30, 33-37 ZIF-8, like 

other crystalline material, has very narrow region (i.e. ~ 4.0 - 4.2 Å) for achieving efficient 

separation performance.31 In other words, ZIF-8 is not as selective for smaller guest 

molecules than 4.0 Å, and hardly permeable for larger guests than 4.2 Å.  

Being a subclass of metal organic frameworks (MOFs),38-40 ZIFs inhere the 

flexibility in their design and synthesis, which allows the crystal formation containing 

more than one metal (mixed metal) or more than one linker (mixed linker).20 This mixing 

strategy allows continuous tuning of its framework properties, which can be a solution to 

overcome the fundamental crystalline limitation.20, 41-44 Because the potential of ZIF-8 for 

gas separation is promising, it is not surprising to pursue the hybrid approach deriving 

from ZIF-8 as the parent structure. However, to date, there are only a handful of reports 

investigating this matter. To name a few, Nair and co-worker43 have shown that gas 

transport diffusivity, hydrophobicity, and  through mixed linker derived from ZIF-8 can 

be tuned continuously by varying linker ratio in the framework. Jeong and co-worker36 

reported that metal substitution of ZIF-8 can also alter the bond “stiffness” of the 

framework tailoring the effective pore apertures. 

In general, the common synthesis of hybrid ZIFs has been through slow diffusion 

techniques,45-47 conventional hydrothermal,48-50 and solvothermal methods,43, 51-57 

requiring several hours up to days of synthesis time. Furthermore, in some cases, two-step 
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post-synthesis modification is required to obtain certain hybrid ZIFs, adding more 

complications to the synthesis process. In addition, the yields of those synthesis protocols 

are often low, an economical issue for hybrid ZIFs to be used in a large industrial scale. 

Microwave-assisted synthesis has recently become popular in MOFs synthesis as facile, 

rapid, inexpensive, and commercially viable routes toward the production of these 

compounds.58 

By recognizing the fundamental crystalline issue and slow synthesis of ZIFs and 

realizing the potential of mixing metals and/or linkers approach (termed hybrid ZIFs) 

deriving from ZIF-8, this dissertation is principally dedicated to investigate and develop 

microwave-assisted synthesis for hybrid ZIFs deriving from ZIF-8 with tunable gas 

separation properties. The dissertation comprises of 7 chapters. The following chapter II 

provides general backgrounds on (1) ZIF-8 with SOD structure for efficient gas 

separation, (2) the reported synthesis for mixed linkers ZIFs, (3) mixed metals ZIFs, (4) 

mixed linkers and metals ZIFs, and (5) potential of hybrid ZIFs for gas separations. 

The research results are presented in Chapter III to VI in which the developed 

synthesis method for hybrid ZIFs crystals and polycrystalline membranes with 

microwave-assisted techniques are elucidated. Specifically, Chapter III describes about 

the rapid microwave-assisted synthesis of hybrid ZIFs with mixed metals and mixed 

linkers. The microwave-based method significantly shortens synthesis time, produces a 

higher yield, substantially reduces the amounts of linkers, and eliminates the use of 

deprotonating agents. Chapter IV shows novel mixed linker ZIF synthesis through linker 
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doping approach. This strategy expands the option of imidazolate linker that can be 

incorporated to synthesize hybrid ZIFs. Chapter V discusses the synthesis of mixed metal 

hybrid ZIF membranes by adopting microwave-seeding technique and secondary growth 

method. The gas separation performance were shown to be improved through mixing 

metal approach. In chapter VI, we report a novel rapid one-pot microwave synthesis of 

mixed linker hybrid ZIF membranes, which is the fastest polycrystalline MOF membrane 

synthesis within 90 seconds. Furthermore, this is the first example of hybrid ZIF 

membranes showing tunable gas separation performance.  The conclusions and future 

perspectives are presented in the final chapter VII. 
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CHAPTER II  

BACKGROUND 

 

II.1. ZIF-8 with SOD topology for gas separation 

ZIF-8 is a prototypical ZIF with Zn2+ metal centers bridged by 2-

methylimidazolate (2-mIm) linker with SOD topology consisting eight 6-membered ring 

with defined window aperture of 3.4 Å29 and six 4-membered ring with the size ~ 0.8 Å,59 

and cage size of 11.6 Å as illustrated in Figure II-1a.29 It is worth noting that the 4-

membered ring of ZIF-8 is too small for even the smallest gas (i.e. helium with kinetic 

diameter of 2.6 Å) to diffuse through. Therefore, only the 6-membered of ZIF-8 is 

considered as pore aperture for gas separation. ZIF-8 became one of the most studied ZIFs 

due to its robust synthesis, which can be obtained in various methods (e.g. solvothermal, 

microwave, sono-chemical, mechanol-chemical)60 and conditions (i.e. organic29 and 

aqueous61). Furthermore, it has shown exceptional gas separation for propylene and 

propane mixture.30-36 The SOD topology provides multiple benefit for the separation 

through ZIF-8 porous structure. First, there are eight available effective pore apertures (6-

membered ring) around the cage, maximizing the diffusion of guest molecules through the 

cages of ZIF-8. Second, the large SOD cage allows the smaller guest molecule to bypass 

the larger ones that may entrapped inside the framework as illustrated in Figure II-1b, 

which is a common limitation for many molecular sieving material with unidimensional 

channel allowing only single file type diffusion. 
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Figure II-1. a) illustration of SOD topology of ZIF-8, and b) molecular sieving diffusion 

through ZIF-8 cages. Reproduced with permission.62 Copyright 2017, Springer Nature. 

Li et al.32 were the first to realize the potential of ZIF-8 for kinetic separation of 

propylene and propane, which is one of the most difficult chemical separations due to their 

very close relative volatilities and molecular sizes. Although ZIF-8 adsorption capacity of 

both propylene and propane at 30 °C and 600 Torr were identical, the rates of adsorption 

are markedly different. The diffusion rate coefficient of propylene is ~ 125 times higher 

than propane, making it much more selective through the ZIF-8 structure. Later, Koros et 

al.31 showed that the effective aperture of ZIF-8 at 35 °C are larger than the determined 

defined pore aperture of 3.4 Å. The framework has flexibility where the 6-membered ring 

can go through linker flip-flopping motion enlarging its pore opening to ~ 4.0 Å.31 This 

flip-flopping behavior can be illustrated as swinging motion of “saloon door” shown in 

Figure II-2.  
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Figure II-2. Schematic illustration of how the flip-flopping motion of the linkers in ZIF-

8 affects its effective aperture size. 

Despite its potential, ZIF-8 can only separate propylene and propane mixtures and 

is ineffective for other gas mixtures. Tuning the ZIF-8 by replacing the 2-mIm linker with 

different bulkiness, such as benzimidazole (bIm) and imidazole-2-carboxaldehyde (2-Ica), 

have been previously investigated. However, the change in the ZIFs structure (i.e. the 

molecular sieving properties) through this strategy is too drastic, prohibiting continuous 

tuning to target gas mixtures. In other words, ZIFs as crystalline materials suffer from 

fundamental materials limitations where the available aperture sizes are discrete as shown 

in Figure II-3. For example, ethylene (~ 3.9 Å)/ethane (~ 4.0 Å) separation, ZIFs with an 

effective aperture size of ~ 3.9 Å are desirable, yet no such reported ZIFs available. 
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Figure II-3. Size of common gas molecules with the effective aperture sizes of typical 

SOD-ZIFs showing the apertures are available in a discrete manner. 

To overcome this materials challenge, researchers have introduced different metal 

nodes and linkers, termed hybrid ZIFs.42, 53, 63 The bonding between metal and linkers 

(M—N bond) can be illustrated as the hinge of a “saloon door”, while the imidazolate 

linkers represent the door as shown in Figure II-3. Similar to swinging motion of door, 

which affected by stiffness of hinge and size and weight of the door, the effective apertures 

of ZIFs (e.g. flip-flopping motion of linkers) and internal surface properties (e.g. polarity 

and hydrophobicity) can be tuned by mixing different metals and linkers. Thus, hybrid 

ZIFs can be a potential solution in overcoming the crystalline limitation while maintaining 

high separation performance to target any gas mixtures. 
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II.2. Conventional synthesis of mixed linkers zeolitic-imidazolate frameworks 

The mixing of linkers within the same framework of ZIFs can alter the properties 

of the ZIF parents: structure change, framework functionality, and stability. Various 

linkers have been investigated for the formation of mixed linker ZIFs as shown in Figure 

II-4. In general, the direct in-situ synthesis42, 45-46, 53, 64 is more prone to allow structure 

change from the ZIF parent. The presence of secondary linkers in the precursor solution 

allows crystal formation with a new structure that is more stable than retaining the same 

topology as the ZIF parent.64 On the other hand, post-synthetic linker modification tends 

to retain the structure topology.65-67 Therefore, it would create distortion to change crystal 

topology during linker modification, which at times is not favored. Furthermore, some 

linker modification methods65-66, 68-69 (e.g. linker substitution) would require the diffusion 

of secondary linker through the ZIF parent crystals. Large secondary linkers that cannot 

diffuse through the small pore of a ZIF parent can only modify at the outer shell of the 

ZIF, which would not affect much on the overall structure of the crystals. Here, we discuss 

synthesis parameters affecting structure change of mixed linker ZIFs synthesized through 

direct in-situ approach, and various post-synthetic modification approaches to obtain 

mixed linker ZIFs.  

Table II-1 provides list of mixed linker ZIFs synthesized with different metal salt 

and solvent. The mixed linker ZIFs synthesized through post-synthetic modification show 

the parent ZIF. 
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Figure II-4. Schematic of various functionalized imidazolate linkers. 

Table II-1. List of various mixed-linker ZIFs with their corresponding topology. The 

parent of the ZIF are listed for the mixed linker ZIFs synthesized through post-synthetic 

modification. 

ZIF Type 1st Linker 2nd Linker Metal Zeolite code Parent ZIF Ref 

ZIF-7-8 2-mIm bIm Zn SOD - 42, 53 

ZIF-8-90 2-mIm 2-Ica Zn SOD - 53 

ZIF-8-ambz 2-mIm 2-ambIm Zn SOD - 54 

MAF-47 2-mIm 2-mtz Zn SOD - 44 

ZIF-en 2-mIm 2-maeIm Zn SOD ZIF-8-90 54 

ZIF-8-DMBIM 2-mIm 5,6-dmbIm Zn SOD ZIF-8 68 

SALEM-2 2-mIm Im Zn SOD ZIF-8 66-67 

ZIF-108-mim 2-mIm 2-nIm Zn SOD ZIF-108 70 

ZIF-91 2-Ica 2-mOHIm Zn SOD ZIF-90 71 

ZIF-92 2-Ica 2-heIm Zn SOD ZIF-90 71 

- 2-Ica 2-Iab Zn SOD ZIF-90 72 

ZIF-108-eim 2-nIm 2-eIm Zn SOD ZIF-108 70 

- 2-HaIm Im Zn SOD - 73 

ZTIF-1 2-eIm 5-mtz Zn SOD - 74 

ZIF-68 2-nIm bIm Zn GME - 45 

ZIF-69 2-nIm 5-cbIm Zn GME - 45 
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ZIF-70 2-nIm Im Zn GME - 45, 70 

ZIF-78 2-nIm 5-nbIm Zn GME - 45, 70 

ZIF-79 2-nIm 5-mbIm Zn GME - 45 

ZIF-80 2-nIm 4,5-dcIm Zn GME - 45 

ZIF-81 2-nIm 5-bbIm Zn GME - 45 

ZIF-82 2-nIm 4-CNIm Zn GME - 45 

- 2-nIm Pur Zn GME - 52 

CdIF-9 2-eIm 2-nIm Cd RHO CdIF-4 65 

SALEM-1 2-eIm 2-mIm Cd RHO CdIF-4 65 

MAF-6 2-eIm 2-mIm Zn RHO - 64 

- 2-nIm Pur Zn RHO - 52 

ZTIF-2 2-pIm 5-mtz Zn RHO - 74 

ZIF-74 5,6-dmbIm 2-nIm Zn GIS - 46, 70 

ZIF-75 5,6-dmbIm Im Zn GIS - 46 

TIF-5Zn 5,6-dmbIm Im Zn GIS - 51 

TIF-5Co 5,6-dmbIm Im Co GIS - 51 

JUC-160 2-mbIm bIm Zn GIS - 55 

ZIF-300 2-mIm 5-bbIm Zn CHA - 75 

ZIF-301 2-mIm 5-cbIm Zn CHA - 75 

ZIF-302 2-mIm 5-mbIm Zn CHA - 75 

TIF-3 Im 5-mbIm Zn ACO - 51 

ZIF-76 Im 5-cbIm Zn LTA - 46 

ZIF-60 Im 2-mIm Zn MER - 46 

HZIF-1Mo 2-mIm H2MoO4 Zn - - 76 

HZIF-1W 2-mIm H2WO4 Zn - - 76 

ZIF-8-TZ 2-mIm 1,2,3-tz Zn - ZIF-8 77 

ZIF-67-TZ 2-mIm 1,2,3-tz Co - ZIF-67 77 

ZIF-62 Im bIm Zn - - 46 

TIF-4 Im 5-mbIm Zn - - 51 

ZIF-61 Im 2-mIm Zn - - 46 

TIF-2 Im 5-mbIm Zn - - 51 

ZIF-73 2-nIm 5,6-dmbIm Zn - - 46 

ZIF-7-90 bIm 2-ICA Zn - - 57 

 

II.2.1. Mixed linker ZIFs by direct in-situ synthesis 

One of the first hybrid ZIFs was synthesized by Huang et al.64 through direct in-

situ approach termed MAF-6 consisting transition metal Zn2+ bridged by mixture of 2-
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methylimidazole (2-mIm) and 2-ethylimidazole (2-eIm) linkers. Unlike the ZIF parent 

with monolinker of 2-mIm (ZIF-829) or 2-eIm (ZIF-1447) which have SOD and ANA 

topology, respectively, the MAF-6 has a crystal topology of RHO.64 Different type of 

linkers can have different effects on the orientations of adjacent metal coordination 

polyhedral. Therefore, it is not surprising that ZIF-8, ZIF-14, and MAF-6 each possesses 

different topology although each consist of imidazolate-based linker with substituent at 2-

position.64 

The structures of mixed linker ZIFs were also affected by various synthesis 

parameters. For example, dual-linker ZIFs with 2-nitroimidazolate and purine linker 

synthesized with zinc oxide as a metal source yielded crystals with GME topology, 

whereas replacing the metal salt with zinc nitrate formed crystals with RHO topology.52 

The effect of different metal salt on the crystallization (e.g. nucleation, growth, crystal 

size distribution) of ZIFs have also been previously reported.35, 78-79 Different counter-ions 

may affect the interaction for coordination bonding between Zn2+ with the imidazolate 

linkers, which can alter crystallization and even final topology of the crystals. 

Use of co-solvents can also affect the formation of mixed linker ZIFs.51, 75 For 

example, TIF-2  and TIF-3 have different topology although they were synthesized from 

the same dual linkers (5-methylbenzimidazole, 5-mbim; and imidazole, Im) and metal salt 

(zinc acetate).51 It was pointed out that the amount of co-solvent used for the synthesis 

lead to different crystal formation of TIF-2 and TIF-3. Furthermore, variation of linker 

ratio and type of solvent can affect the crystal topology as well. By lowering the ratio of 
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5-mbIm to Im, and changing the primary solvent (from 2-amino-1-butanol to 3-amino-1-

propanol), they were able to obtain TIF-4 with a different topology of cag. Yaghi’s group 

also pointed out the importance of co-solvent for crystallization of series of mixed linker 

ZIFs (ZIF-300, -301, -302) possessing the CHA zeolite topology.75  It is noted that often 

co-solvent can direct the structure of resulting mixed linker ZIFs due to 1) occupying 

spaces and 2) interaction with linkers. 

Huang et al.55 showed that the structure formation of hybrid ZIFs is also 

temperature sensitive. For example, the zinc based mixed linker ZIFs consisting of 

benzimidazole (bIm) and 2-methylbenzimidazole (2-mbIm) possessing GIS topology 

(termed JUC-16055, 80) can only be obtained at 180 °C. When the reaction is performed at 

100 °C or 140 °C, pure phase ZIF-7 (a SOD zinc based ZIF with monolinker of 

benzimidazole) or a mixture of JUC-160 and ZIF-7 was yielded, respectively. However, 

they pointed out the pure phase ZIF-7 crystal could be turned into JUC-160 through post-

linker modification if reacted with 2-mbIm at 180 °C. 

Adding secondary linker have been shown to improve the framework stability. 

ZIFs consisting of tetrazolate linker were shown to have poor chemical stability relative 

to other ZIFs despite their high CO2 uptake owing to its uncoordinated N-heteroatom 

sites.81 Adding non-tetrazolate imidazolate linker can improve its stability against 

common solvent such as ethanol, methanol, DMF, water, etc.74 Furthermore, these non-

tetrazolate imidazolate linker may act as structure directing agent. For example, the 

crystals formed with 5-methyltetrazolate (5-mtz) linker and Zn ion leads to structure with 
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lon topology, whereas adding 2-ethylimidazole or 2-propylimidazole would lead to crystal 

with SOD or RHO topology, respectively. 

Bernt et al.73 reported mixed linker ZIFs consisting of 2-phenylazoimidazole (2-

HaIm) and imidazole (Im) linkers obtained through conventional heating, microwave-

assisted heating, and ultrasound-assisted synthesis, in which all techniques yield phase-

pure products with main difference in duration of synthesis time. One interesting 

observation about the dual-linker ZIFs is the functional azo group from 2-HaIm linker is 

sensitive toward energy from ultraviolet and visible light. The azo group can switch from 

trans to cis configuration when exposed to UV irradiation; the configuration can also be 

reversed back to trans by exposing it to visible light. 

Wang et al.76 reported new approach toward mixing linker of ZIFs by integrating 

zeolite typical 4-connected open framework TO4 (T = Si4+, Al3+, etc.) as the secondary 

linker into the ZIFs network as shown in Figure II-5. In order to achieve this, the overall 

charge balance of TO4 must be the same as the typical imidazolate linker (Im2-). Therefore, 

T has to be atom with charge of 6+ to form TO4
2-, in which Mo6+ and W6+ were used in 

the reported work. Two mixed linker ZIFs were synthesized through this strategy, HZIF-

1Mo (Zn2+ with mixed linker of MoO4
2- and 2-mIm) and HZIF-1W (Zn2+ with mixed 

linker of WO4
2- and 2-mIm) possessing a unique sdt topology, which is still unknown in 

both zeolites and ZIFs. HZIF-1W in particular has a high thermal stability (up to 550 °C), 

which is significantly greater than many other ZIFs and MOFs. Both HZIF-1 also showed 

catalytic activity for oxidation of alcohols, and photocatalytic activity toward degradation 
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of methyl orange. Its capability as both heterogeneous catalyst and photocatalyst made it 

unique compared to pure zeolite or ZIFs. 

 

Figure II-5. Bridging linker of a) TO4 where T has to be atom with charge of 6+ (such as 

Mo6+ and W6+) and O is oxygen; b) imidazolate linker; c) ZIFs structure with TO4 and 

imidazolate linker. Reproduced with permission.76 Copyright 2011, Wiley. 

Nair and co-worker43, 53-54, 57, 82 reported multiple dual-linkers ZIFs with varying 

linker ratios. For dual-linkers ZIFs with the parent ZIF possessing similar structure such 

as ZIF-8-90, the structure change from linker ratio variation would be small and difficult 

to identify through XRD pattern comparison as shown in Figure II-6a. On the other hand, 

linker ratio variation of ZIF-7-8 significantly affects crystal structure as shown through 

XRD pattern in Figure II-6b. This is because the parent ZIF-7 and ZIF-8 have different 

space group of rhombohedral 𝑅3̅ and cubic 𝐼4̅3𝑚. Furthermore, they reported that the 

mixed linker incorporation to the framework is not linear to the starting precursor solution. 

For example, ZIF-7-8 (dual linker 2-mIm and bIm) and ZIF-8-90 (dual linker of 2-mIm 

and imidazole-2-carboxaldehyde, 2-ICA) have preferential incorporation of its secondary 
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linker over 2-mIm synthesized through nonsolvent-induced crystallization (NSIC)83 

method. The difference in solubility of various linkers with the nonsolvent can affect the 

incorporation of the linker ratio to the framework: the linker with lower solubility will be 

incorporated in precursors to a larger extent than the other linker. Different synthesis 

conditions also affect the linker incorporation of hybrid ZIF-7-90 (dual linker of bIm and 

2-ICA). Linear incorporation was reported for the condition producing large crystals 

(>50µm); whereas synthesis condition producing small crystals (<10µm) yield ZIF-7-90 

crystals with 2-ICA preferred inclusion.57 

 

Figure II-6. Powder XRD patterns of (a) ZIF-8-90 hybrids, because of their identical 

space groups and very small differences in the unit cell dimensions between ZIF-8 and 

ZIF-90, the patterns appear almost identical but have subtle changes in peak positions and 

peak intensities; (b) ZIF-7-8 hybrids, there is a distinct shift from 𝑰�̅�𝟑𝒎 to 𝑹�̅� space group 

after 35% bIm loading. Asterisks represent positions of α-Al2O3 diffraction peaks. 

Reproduced with permission.53 Copyright 2012, American Chemical Society. 
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II.2.2. Mixed linker ZIFs by post-synthetic modification methods 

The post-synthetic modification methods for the synthesis of mixed linker ZIFs 

can be divided into three approaches: 1) post-synthetic linker exchange, 2) post-synthetic 

chemical modification, 3) post-synthetic thermal modification. 

II.2.2.1. Post-synthetic linker exchange 

Burnett et al.84 first demonstrated that the pore of MOFs can be engineered through 

post-synthetic modification by solvent assisted linker exchange, commonly known as 

SALE. This strategy has been adopted to solve common problem of MOF materials with 

small porosity, which limits them for application due to difficulty of any molecule to 

diffuse through the structure. SALE can be easily adopted for ZIFs structure as well. For 

example, the steric hindrance in CdIF-4 (a RHO cadmium-based ZIF bridged with 2-

ethylimidazole, or 2-eIm linkers) from the linker suppresses its micropore volume. A 

substitution on CdIF-4 with smaller linker size may help open up its pore. Hupp and co-

worker65 modified the linker of CdIF-4 with less bulky 2-nitroimidazole (2-nIm) through 

SALE approach. A complete linker substitution can be accomplished, exchanging all the 

2-eIm with 2-nIm, and forming new structure known as CdIF-9. Although CdIF-9 can be 

synthesized through direct in-situ approach, it suffers from low yield of ~14 %. Knowing 

the facile synthesis of CdIF-4 with high yield of ~63 %, the linker substitution of CdIF-4 

may present a new approach of obtaining high yield of CdIF-9. 

The SALE technique also allowed synthesis of ZIFs that had proven inaccessible 

via conventional MOF assembly method. For example, Cd-based ZIFs with 2-mIm linker 
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possessing RHO topology and Zn-based ZIFs with unsubstituted imidazole linker (Im) 

possessing SOD topology cannot be synthesized through in-situ method.65-66 This is 

because the difficulty of forming large RHO and SOD cage with relatively small 

imidazolate linker making the structure unstable and thermodynamically unsynthesizeable 

through in-situ synthesis. However, SALE allows linker exchange of CdIF-4 with 2-mIm 

while maintaining its RHO topology, forming SALEM-1, and ZIF-8 with Im (up to 85% 

linker exchange) while retaining its SOD topology, termed SALEM-2. Furthermore, Hupp 

and co-worker65 pointed out the importance of the ZIF parent for successful SALE. While 

SALEM-1 can be obtained from linker substitution of CdIF-4 with 2-mIm, it cannot be 

obtained through SALE of CdIF-9.  

The success of SALE may be associated with the pka value of the linker. The 

targeted linker to be substituted (the linker in the framework) needs to have a higher pka 

value than the new secondary linker to promote the linker exchange reaction.77 

Furthermore, the size of substituting linker can be an important parameter to consider for 

linker exchange as well. Caro and co-worker68 attempted to incorporate bulky 5,6-

dimethylbenzimidazole (5,6-dmbIm) linker into the ZIF-8 framework. However, they 

observed the exchange of 2-mIm with 5,6-dmbIm only takes place mainly in the outermost 

layer of ZIF-8 crystal, in which they called the modification process a shell-linker-

exchange reaction (SLER) as shown in Figure II-7; the shell modified ZIF-8 with 5,6-

dmbIm was then termed as ZIF-8-DMBIM. This shell-limited modification might be due 

to the bulky 5,6-dmbIm is too big to pass through the narrow windows of ZIF-8 due to 
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molecular sieving effect, therefore the linker exchange reaction only takes place in the 

outershell of ZIF-8 crystal. 

 

Figure II-7. schematic representation of the shell-linker-exchange-reaction (SLER) 

process of ZIF-8 with 5,6-dimethylbenzimidazole. Reproduced with permission.68 

Copyright 2013, The Royal Society of Chemistry. 

This linker exchange at outershell was also observed in the ZIF-8 linker exchange 

with 2-ICA, termed ZIF-8-90 SALE.85 Using fluorescent confocal imaging technique, 

they were able to identify the concentration gradient of the 2-mIm and 2-ICA linkers 

throughout the ZIF-8-90 SALE due to the differences in their fluorescence behavior as 

shown in Figure II-8. Nair and co-worker85 performed a detailed mechanistic study of this 

linker exchange process at various temperature. The rate of linker exchange increases with 

temperature, indicating the correlation of linker exchange rate with diffusivity of the 

linkers. The amount of secondary linker incorporation is relatively linear with square root 

of time, indicating a diffusion-limited process. They also pointed out that linker exchange 
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at high temperature can exhibit linker etching—pitching phenomena which can create 

morphological defects on the crystals. 

 

Figure II-8. Illustration of shell-linker exchange of ZIF-8 with 2-ICA, and fluorescence 

confocal micrograph confirming the linker exchange occurring at the outershell of the 

crystals. Reproduced with permission.85 Copyright 2017, American Chemical Society. 

In some cases, linker exchange modification can also lead to structure change of 

the parent ZIF. For example, linker exchange on ZIF-108 (a zinc-based ZIF of SOD 

topology possessing 2-nIm linkers) with Im, 5-nbIm, and 5,6-dmbIm leads to formation 

of ZIF-70 with GME, ZIF-78 with GME, and ZIF-74 with GIS topologies, respectively.70 

The structure transformation suggests that linker exchange process is a dissolution-

heterogeneous nucleation process rather than conventional single crystal to single crystal 

transformation.65, 86-87 This dissolution process in the linker exchange of ZIF-108 may 

occur because of the metastability of Zn—N coordination bonds due to the electron-

withdrawing effect of nitro-group.88 In the case of SLER of ZIF-8,68, 85 the absence of nitro 
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group make Zn—N to be more stable, which allows linker exchange without dissolution 

of crystals.  

Erkartal et al.77 also employed PSM to convert SOD structure ZIF-8 and ZIF-67 to 

DIA topology with 1,2,3-triazole linker, termed ZIF-8-TZ and ZIF-67-TZ, respectively. 

They claimed that one main reason for this change of crystal structure is due to the change 

of number of coordination sites of the inserted and the replaced linkers, and difference of 

pka values of the linkers. The significantly lower pka of the substituting linker (protonated 

1,2,3-triazole, pka ~ 9.3) than the substituted linker (protonated 2-methylimidazole, pka ~ 

14.4) promotes the linker exchange reaction. In addition, the coordination number of each 

metal center (Zn2+ for ZIF-8, and Co2+ for ZIF-67) increase from 4 to 6 during this 

exchange. The structure change reduces the pore volume of the structure measured 

through N2 gas sorption as shown in Figure II-9. 
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Figure II-9. N2 gas sorption isotherms of (a) ZIF-8 and ZIF-8-TZ, and (b) ZIF-67 and 

ZIF-67-TZ. Reproduced with permission.77 Copyright 2017, The Royal Society of 

Chemistry. 

II.2.2.2. Post-synthetic chemical modification 

Other than linker exchange, modification of linker through reaction can also affect 

the ZIFs properties. For example, Morris et al.71 modified the reactive aldehyde group of 

ZIF-90 (Zn2+ bridged by imidazolate-2-carboxaldehyde, 2-ICA linkers) through reduction 

and imine functionalization. The aldehyde group from ZIF-90 can be reduced easily to 

alcohol functionality to obtain ZIF-91, or modified with bulky ethanolamine forming ZIF-

92 as illustrated in Figure II-10a. Only small changes in the porosity of the crystals were 

observed after the reduction from ZIF-90 to -91 because of the small size difference 

between aldehyde and alcohol. On the other hand, the imine functionalization of aldehyde 

to bulky ethanolamine group caused a constriction in the pore aperture of the new 

framework ZIF-92 as shown through nitrogen physisorption isotherm (Figure II-10b). 
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This can hinder diffusion of molecules through ZIF-92 structure, making it unattractive 

for applications. 

 

Figure II-10. (a) Transformation of ZIF-90 by reduction to give ZIF-91, and reaction with 

ethanolamine to give ZIF-92. (b) Nitrogen isotherms of ZIF-90 (red), ZIF-91 (blue), and 

ZIF-92 (green) measured at 77 K. Reproduced with permission.71 Copyright 2008, 

American Chemical Society. 

One way to avoid total closure of pore from the chemical modification is by 

controlling the functionalization process. Nair and co-workers54 utilized dual-linkers ZIFs 

as a mean to control the post-synthetic chemical modification method by using different 

linkers with one being inert and the other reactive to modification. The desired amount of 

linkers to be modified can be directly controlled through linker ratio variation. Dual-
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linkers ZIF-8-90, which can be synthesized through direct synthesis with varying linker 

ratio, consist of relatively stable 2-mIm linkers and 2-Ica linker with reactive carbonyl 

moiety. Post-synthetic imine functionalization of ZIF-8-90 restrict reaction only at the 2-

Ica linker allowing a control of linker modification. 

II.2.2.3. Post-synthetic thermal modification 

Other interesting approach in modification of ZIFs is through thermal modification 

reported by Zhang and Koros.67 An attempt on linker substitution of ZIF-8 with 

unfunctionalized imidazolate linker (Im) to enlarge the pore of the SOD structure have 

been reported up to 85% linker substitution. Other than SALE, this mixed linker ZIFs can 

also be obtained through the thermal modification of ZIF-8. It is known that ZIF-8 has 

thermal stability up to 500 °C.29 By exposing ZIF-8 with controlled thermal treatment, 

methyl group from the 2-mIm linker may dissociate transforming it into Im linker, which 

“open-up” the ZIF’s aperture as illustrated in Figure II-11. The amount of dissociated 

methyl group depends on the temperature of thermal treatment. The thermal treatment 

below 300 °C does not show any dissociation of the methyl group. Methyl group 

dissociation started to occur when ZIF-8 are exposed to temperature above 400 °C. The 

crystallinity of the ZIF’s structure is jeopardized with thermal treatment above 500 °C as 

PXRD peaks weakened at higher 2θ angles, which suggested existence of locally 

disordered pores that may reduce its BET surface area and micropore volume. The thermal 

modification can dissociate up to ~17% of the framework methyl groups before impairing 

the crystallinity of the structure. 
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Figure II-11. Illustration of methyl group dissociation from 2-mIm through thermal 

modification on ZIF-8. 

II.3. Conventional synthesis of mixed metals zeolitic-imidazolate frameworks 

The effect of varying metals in metal organic frameworks are often regarded as 

inert when compared to the change from modification of linker with functional group.89 

This drives the majority of study on MOFs modification toward linker group over the 

metal nodes. Furthermore, the incorporation of new metal nodes into the porous 

framework is less predictable and has many limitations due to the various geometrically 

preferred orientation for different metal ions. Hupp and Farha et al.89 argue that changing 

metal node in MOFs can improve catalytic behavior, or improve the gas sorption 

properties of the framework. Here we discuss the various strategy to successfully 

synthesize mixed metal ZIFs through direct in-situ synthesis and post-synthesis 

modification, and explain the effect of incorporating new metal nodes on the properties of 

the hybrid ZIFs beneficial for various application. Table II-2 provides list of mixed metal 

ZIFs with the corresponding linker. The mixed metal ZIFs synthesized through post-

synthetic modification show the parent ZIF. 
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Table II-2. List of mixed-metal ZIFs with their corresponding topology. The parent of the 

ZIF are listed for the mixed metal ZIFs synthesized through post-synthetic modification. 

 

ZIF Type 
1st Metal 2nd Metal Linker 

Zeolite 

code 
Parent ZIF Ref 

CoZn-ZIF-8 Zn Co 2-mIm SOD - 42, 48-50, 90 

CdZn-ZIF-8 Zn Cd 2-mIm SOD - 91-92 

Cu/ZIF-8 Zn Cu 2-mIm SOD - 93 

ZIF-8(Zn/Mn) Zn Mn 2-mIm SOD ZIF-8 69, 90, 94 

Co-Zn(nIm)2 Zn Co 2-nIm SOD ZIF-108 94 

Ni-Zn(nIm)2 Zn Ni 2-nIm SOD ZIF-108 94 

- Zn Fe 2-nIm SOD ZIF-108 94 

- Zn Cr 2-nIm SOD ZIF-108 94 

- Zn Mg 2-nIm SOD ZIF-108 94 

Cu/ZIF-67 Co Cu 2-mIm SOD - 95 

BIF-3-Li B Li 2-mIm SOD - 96 

BIF-3-Cu B Cu 2-mIm SOD - 96 

BIF-9-Li B Li 4-mIm RHO - 97 

BIF-9-Cu B Cu 4-mIm RHO - 97 

Cu-Zn(nIm)2 Zn Cu 2-nIm RHO ZIF-108 94 

ZIF-71(Zn/Mn) Zn Mn 4,5-dcIm RHO ZIF-71 69 

BIF-1-Li B Li Im - - 96 

BIF-1-Cu B Cu Im - - 96 

BIF-2-Li B Li 2-mIm - - 96 

BIF-2-Cu B Cu 2-mIm - - 96 

ZIF-202 Zn Cu Im - - 98 

ZIF-203 Zn Cu Im - - 98 

ZIF-204 Zn Cu Im - - 98 

- Zn Cu 2-mIm - ZIF-8 90 

- Zn Cu 2-mIm - ZIF-8 90 

BIF-4 B Cu bIm - - 96 

BIF-5 B Cu bIm - - 96 

BIF-6 B Cu Im - - 96 

BIF-7 B Cu 2-mIm - - 96 

BIF-8 B Cu 2-eIm - - 96 

- B Li bIm - - 97 

- B Cu bIm - - 97 
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II.3.1. Mixed metals by direct in-situ synthesis 

One of the first mixed metals ZIFs were reported by Feng and co-worker96-97 where 

they replaced two Zn2+ sites in a [Zn(Im)2] framework with monovalent (Li+ or Cu+) and 

trivalent non-metallic cations (B3+) as illustrated in Figure II-12: BIF-1 to BIF-9. With 

this strategy, they were able to obtain ZIFs with the lightest possible tetrahedral nodes in 

the Periodic Table, lithium and boron. Presynthesize four-connected B(Im)4
- and three-

connected HB(Im)3
- were used to form BIFs with four-connected (BIF-1, -2, -3, -9), three-

connected (BIF-6, -7, -8), and mixed (3,4)-connected (BIF-4, -5) framework topologies. 

They observed that changing the monovalent cations from Li+ to Cu+ gives isostructural 

BIF.96  

 

Figure II-12. Schematic of charge distribution in ZIF and BIF. Reproduced with 

permission.97 Copyright 2009, American Chemical Society. 

One shortcomings on the BIFs are the short B-N distance (~1.5 Å) between boron 

and the imidazolyl group (when compared to other metal-linker distances in MOFs, 

usually 2.0 Å or larger), which tends to narrow the pore aperture and places limitation on 

the accessibility of internal pore surfaces.97 As a result, the BET surface area for BIF-3-Li 
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with sod topology is reduced to ~ 40% of the corresponding ZIF-8 with the same topology. 

By replacing 2-mIm from BIF-3 with 4-mIm as the linker, they were able to create new 

framework (BIF-9)97 with RHO topology which has inherently larger pore (8 membered 

ring) than the SOD topology (6 membered ring windows), increasing the structure surface 

area relative to the parent BIF-3.  

Many reports on mixed metal ZIFs associate the mixing of ZIF-8 and ZIF-67, 

termed CoZn-ZIF-8,48-50, 99-101 due to its robust synthesis and similarities in properties 

between Co2+ and Zn2+ (e.g. ionic radii and preferred tetrahedral coordination). This 

allows the synthesis of CoZn-ZIF-8 at mild condition of room temperature,48-50, 99-101 and 

even aqueous environment48 as illustrated in Figure II-13. The mixed metal CoZn-ZIF-8 

showed better catalytic properties in converting epoxides and cycloaddition reaction than 

its monometallic parent framework.50, 101 The higher catalytic property of CoZn-ZIF-8 

may owe to its higher basicity compared to ZIF-8 and ZIF-67 parent.101 As an 

electrocatalyst, the graphitized CoZn-ZIF-8 exhibit excellent oxygen-reduction reaction 

activity approaching the value of Pt/C.49 
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Figure II-13. Schematic representation of the preparation of mixed metal CoZn-ZIF-8 in 

aqueous and room temperature environment. Reproduced with permission.48 Copyright 

2016, The Royal Society of Chemistry. 

Other mixed metal studies related with ZIF-8 and ZIF-67 are incorporation of Cu 

ions, termed Cu/ZIF-8 and Cu/ZIF-67, respectively.93, 95 Interestingly, the concentration 

of Cu in the final framework is much less than the starting precursor solution. For example, 

synthesis of Cu/ZIF-8 with 1, 5, 10, 25% of Cu in the synthesis solution would only lead 

to Cu incorporation of 0.6, 2, 4, 9% in the framework.93 Furthermore, Cu can only be 

incorporated at small concentration to the framework possibly due to the instability of 

Cu2+ easily being reduced to Cu+ compromising the stability of the ZIF structure. As a 

result, higher doping concentration of copper to ZIF-8 (> 50% in the synthesis solution) 

would lead to a collapse of the framework. Interestingly, based on electron paramagnetic 

test (EPR) result suggests the absence of Cu2+ signal, indicating the copper in Cu/ZIF-67 

are Cu+. However, the study could not define the structure of Cu/ZIF-67 with certainty.95  

Both Cu/ZIF-8 and Cu/ZIF-67 showed an improved catalytic activity relative to 

the parent ZIF-8 and ZIF-67, respectively.93, 95 The Cu/ZIF-8 was shown to be efficient 
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and reusable catalysts for the Friedländer and Combes condensations and Huisgen’s 

dipolar cycloaddition reaction, in which it increases the yield and reduces synthesis time.93 

The Cu/ZIF-67 was tested as photocatalyst for methyl orange photodegradation under 

visible-light illumination. With the presence of Cu/ZIF-67, methyl orange degrades faster 

when compared to monometallic ZIF-67.95 

II.3.2. Mixed-metals ZIFs by post-synthetic exchange (transmetalation) 

Unlike the linker substitution, the post-synthesis exchange on the metal of ZIFs 

present more daunting task: the center-node exchange requires breaking of 4 bonds from 

the tetrahedral arrangement with the linker as opposed to 2 bonds breaking on each 

nitrogen end of the imidazolate linker during the linker exchange. Schoenmakers provides 

a study on the cation exchange on ZIF-8 in the Master Thesis.90 The success of exchanging 

metal in ZIFs may depend on the stability of the metal with the nitrogen of the imidazolate 

linker. This framework stability follows the trend of the Irving-Williams series for 

transition metal complexes:89, 102 

Ba2+ < Sr2+ < Ca2+ < Mg2+ < Mn2+ < Fe2+ < Co2+ < Ni2+ < Cu2+ > Zn2+ 

Furthermore, the different number valent of cations also has impact on the 

interaction with the imidazolate linker. The energy change for cation substitution was 

determined to be higher (less thermodynamically favored) for lower valent cations,103 

indicating higher valent cation to have stronger and preferred interaction with the nitrogen 

from the imidazolate linker. 
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Other than stability of cation with the imidazolate linker, the preferred geometry 

of the cation also plays important role in exchange process. For example, the ZIFs 

structure requires a tetrahedral geometry of the metal to be 4-connected with the 

imidazolate linker. Cation with non-tetrahedral preferred geometry may not even be 

possible to be synthesized directly such as ZIF-8 like structure with manganese (with 

preferred geometry of octahedral).90 Metal substitution of ZIFs with cation having non-

tetrahedral preferred geometry can reduce the crystallinity or even change on the overall 

structure of the ZIFs.90 For example, a change of XRD peak patterns was observed when 

the Zn2+ of ZIF-8 is substituted with Cu2+, in which has preferred octahedral geometry.104-

105 However, exchanging with other divalent cation with tetrahedral preferred geometry 

such as cobalt may retain the crystallinity.90 It is worth mentioning that the breaking of 

bond between metal with imidazolate linker may occur from protonation reaction. 

Therefore, the pH condition of the exchange reaction can be a crucial key for the 

succession of cation exchange in ZIFs.90 

Ban et al.94 employed the PSM method to obtain mix metal from the parent ZIF-

108 with seven different cations: Cr2+, Fe2+, Mn2+, Co2+, Ni2+, Cu2+, Mg2+. The electron-

withdrawing of nitro group in ZIF-108 alters its Zn-N bond to be longer than some other 

ZIFs (ZIF-8, ZIF-7).29 This makes ZIF-108 less stable than other ZIFs, which makes it 

suitable as a parent material for substitution. All seven dual-metal ZIF-108 were 

isostructural to the parent ZIF-108 (SOD topology) except for copper substituted ZIF-108 

(or termed as Cu-Zn(nIm)2) with RHO topology. They pointed out that the concentration 
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of metal ions in the solution for metal substitution should be lower than a critical value 

(critical ion concentration) to avoid complete dissolution of the parent material. The 

substitution ratio of Cu2+ was much higher than those of the other metal ions, in 

accordance with the Irving-Williams series.102 Because both isostructural and 

heterostructural ZIFs were derived from the parent material ZIF-108, this indicates that 

the metal substitution involves a heterogeneous nucleation process accompanied by partial 

dissolution of the parent material.  

Through controlled experiment, a comparison was performed on the formation of 

dual-metal ZIF-108 from one-step synthesis (direct route) vs. two-step synthesis (post-

modification or metal substitution).94 The activation energy in two-step process was found 

to be lower than that of a one-step route. In the metal exchange process, the parent ZIF-

108 may provide numerous active sites for coordination with foreign metal ions, and act 

as suitable secondary building blocks for regrowth of other structures (e.g. four- and six-

membered rings exist as common building blocks in both SOD and RHO structures). This 

made some of the dual-metal ZIFs are difficult to obtain through one-step route such as 

the cobalt substituted ZIF-108, in which is obtainable with two-step strategy.  

II.4. Conventional synthesis of mixed metals and linkers zeolitic-imidazolate 

frameworks 

Finally, the utmost tuning of hybrid ZIFs properties can be achieved through 

mixing both multiple metals and linkers within the same framework. Table II-3 

summarizes a short list of the reported mixed-linker and mixed-metal ZIFs with their 
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corresponding topology. Ban et al.70 reported the hybrid mixed metal and linker ZIFs 

through multiple steps synthesis. First, dual metal of ZIF-108 (with Co, Ni, and Cu) were 

synthesized through in-situ method, termed Co-Zn(nIm)2, Ni-Zn(nIm)2, and Cu-Zn(nIm)2, 

respectively. The dual metal ZIF-108 were then modified through linker exchange reaction 

to yield a dual-metal-dual-linker ZIF-108. Three different linkers (Im, 5-nbIm, and 5,6-

dmbIm) were used for the linker exchange modification, forming 9 dual-metal-dual-linker 

ZIFs. 

Table II-3. List of mixed-linkers and -metals ZIFs with their corresponding topology. The 

parent of the ZIF are listed for the mixed-linkers and -metals ZIFs synthesized through 

post-synthetic modification. 

ZIF Type 1st Metal 2nd Metal 1st Linker 2nd linker 
Zeolite 

Code 
Parent ZIF Ref 

CoZn-ZIF-7-8 Zn Co 2-mIm bIm SOD - 42 

- Zn Co 2-nIm 5,6-dmbIm SOD Co-Zn(nIm)2 70 

- Zn Ni 2-nIm 5,6-dmbIm SOD Ni-Zn(nIm)2 70 

- Zn Mn 2-mIm 2-eIm SOD ZIF-8(Zn/Mn) 69 

- Zn Co 2-nIm Im GME Co-Zn(nIm)2 70 

- Zn Co 2-nIm 5-nbIm GME Co-Zn(nIm)2 70 

- Zn Ni 2-nIm Im GME Ni-Zn(nIm)2 70 

- Zn Ni 2-nIm 5-nbIm GME Ni-Zn(nIm)2 70 

- Zn Cu 2-nIm Im RHO Cu-Zn(nIm)2 70 

- Zn Cu 2-nIm 5-nbIm RHO Cu-Zn(nIm)2 70 

- Zn Cu 2-nIm 5,6-dmbIm RHO Cu-Zn(nIm)2 70 

- Zn Mn 4,5-dcIm 4-brIm RHO ZIF-71(Zn/Mn) 69 

 

One effect can be expected from mixing metal or linker on ZIFs is the realignment 

of structure, which essentially can lead to collapse of the structure or unattainable porous 

frameworks. The structure of ZIFs may be challenged more with the existence of dual 
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metal and dual linker within the same framework. For example, the linker exchange on 

dual-metal Cu-Zn(nIm)2 can only be obtained at low ratio, or even no exchange for the 

linker modification with 5-nbIm.70 The dual-metal Cu-Zn(nIm)2 may not tolerate the 

exchange of its linker, in which otherwise may lead to collapse of the structure. 

Furthermore, the outcome of the double exchange modification may not be the same if the 

exchange process was initiated with linker exchange follow by metal exchange, or vice 

versa.  

Other dual-metal ZIFs may be more tolerable to structure realignment such that 

dual-metal Co-Zn(nIm)2 and Ni-Zn(nIm)2 allow a topology change from SOD to GME 

during the linker exchange.70 The type of substituting linker and metal may also play 

significant role in the exchange process. For example, the dual-metal-dual-linker ZIF-

71(Zn/Mn)-(Cl2/Br) and ZIF-8(Zn/Mn)-(mIm/eIm) does not undergo much structure 

alignment during the linker and metal exchange, in which each retain the topology of their 

parent of RHO and SOD, respectively.69 Therefore, both of them are attainable regardless 

the steps taken for the modification process: linker exchange follow by metal exchange, 

or vice versa as illustrated in Figure II-14.



 

 

 

Figure II-14. Stepwise post-synthesis metal and linker exchange on ZIF-71. Reproduced 

with permission.69 Copyright 2013, American Chemical Society. 

II.5. Potential of hybrid zeolitic-imidazolate frameworks for gas separations 

The main motivation that attracts many studies on the hybrid MOFs and ZIFs with 

mixed linkers and metals is the possibility of tuning the structure and internal properties, 

which can be substantial for optimization of many applications including separations, 

catalysis, etc.. Here we will focus toward gas separations; and readers interested in other 

applications such as catalysis may refer to other review.20 By incorporating multiple 

linkers to the framework, hybrid ZIFs obtain multiple characteristics from the combination 

of the diverse functionality of different linkers. Varying the ratio of mixed metal ions with 

different ionic radii and electronegativity can tune the bond properties (e.g. length, 
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chemical and thermal strength, mechanical stiffness) between metal to imidazole linker. 

Therefore, engineering ZIFs structure to optimize the gas separations performance can be 

achieved through mixing various imidazole linkers and metal ions within the same 

framework. 

II.5.1. Computational studies on the mixed metals and linkers ZIFs 

Several groups have performed computational studies on the effect of the 

properties of ZIFs from modification of linkers106 and metals.63 Through density 

functional theory (DFT), Zheng et al.106 investigated the effect of post-modification of 

ZIF-8 on its “gate” size and opening by analyzing the geometric (steric hindrance) and 

electrostatic effects of the methyl group. They found that the existence and position of 

methyl groups on the imidazolate linker affect the equilibrium of “gate-opening” size. 

Furthermore, substituting the methyl group of ZIF-8 with more electron donating 

functional group (e.g. amino) can reduce the “gate-opening” size, and vice versa for 

electron withdrawing group. This effect is contributed to the electrostatic 

attractive/repulsive force that can alter the opening of the gate. This strategy on choosing 

and positioning functional group on the linker can essentially tune the effective aperture 

size of the ZIF structure, critical for gas separations. 

On the other hand, Krokidas et al.63 have investigated the effect of metal 

substitution on ZIFs, in particular the cobalt substitution of ZIF-8 (Zn2+ to Co2+, ZIF-67) 

through computational studies. While both ZIF-8 and ZIF-67 shares the same SOD 

structure with similar frames, the ZIF-67 aperture (3.31 Å) is slightly smaller than ZIF-8 
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(3.42 Å).29, 46, 63 Furthermore, the “flip-flopping” motion of the 6-membered ring on the 

ZIF-67 exhibits a sharper distribution when compared to ZIF-8 as shown in Figure II-15. 

Our group pointed out that the cobalt-to-nitrogen bonding (Co—N) is stiffer than zinc-to-

nitrogen bonding (Zn—N) making ZIF-67 structure to be less flexible. The pore 

constriction along with stiffer pore movement makes ZIF-67 to be a more selective 

structure than ZIF-8. When compared for the propylene/propane simulation studies, the 

diffusive selectivities of propylene molecule on ZIF-67 can be improved to ~ 190 from ~ 

45 for ZIF-8. 

 

Figure II-15. Distribution of the aperture sizes observed in MD runs of 10 ns. The vertical 

axis is normalized and corresponds to an area of unity: (a) ZIF-67 (filled black line) and 

ZIF-8 (open-spaced line at 295 K), (b) ZIF-8 aperture, and (c) ZIF-67 aperture response 

upon heating (blue line, 295 K; orange line, 530 K). Reproduced with permission.63 

Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society. 

II.5.2. Hybrid ZIF adsorbents for gas separations 

Multiple hybrid ZIF crystals have been investigated as adsorbents for gas 

separations described in more detail in the following sections. 
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II.5.2.1. Mixed linker ZIF adsorbents 

Yaghi’s group was among the first to study the change of properties of ZIFs by 

mixing two imidazolate linkers while keeping the same GME topology.45-46 By keeping 

one of the linker as 2-nitroimidazole (2-nIm), they were able to show the effect of 

changing the second linker with different type of imidazole based linker. The bulkiness of 

second linker affects the size of the kno cage of the GME hybrid ZIF crystals, in which 

tuning the crystallographically defined pore size, pore volume, and calculated BET surface 

area as shown in Figure II-16a.45-46 The dual-linker ZIFs attraction toward CO2 uptake can 

also be tuned with different polar functional groups as shown in Figure II-16b.45-46 

 

Figure II-16. (a) Plot of defined pore size and surface area for the GME dual-linker ZIFs 

with varying secondary linker. (b) CO2 isotherm on dual-linker ZIFs and commercial BPL 

carbon. Different polar functional groups in the secondary linker (--NO2, --CN, --Br, -- 

Cl, --C6H6, --CH3, --H) of ZIFs affect attraction toward CO2. Reproduced with 

permission.45 Copyright 2009, American Chemical Society. 

While varying secondary linker can tune the structure of the ZIFs, at times, these 

changes are too drastic. Nair and co-worker43, 53-54, 57 were among the first to investigate 
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the effect of varying the ratio of two linkers to tune the pore aperture of dual-linkers ZIFs 

(e.g. ZIF-8-9043 and ZIF-7-9057) through diffusivity measurement of n-butane and i-

butane. They found that the transport diffusivities of both butane isomers can be tuned 

continuously through linker ratio variation. Figure II-17 shows the diffusivity 

measurement of ZIF-8-90. A decreasing 2-mIm/2-ICA linker ratios leads to an increase in 

the effective pore size and allows faster hopping of both n-butane and i-butane through 

the pore windows. Through molecular sieving effect, pore constriction from replacement 

of 2-ICA with 2-mIm linkers increases diffusive selectivity of n-butane over i-butane. 

 

Figure II-17. Corrected Maxwell-Stefan (M-S) diffusivities of n-butane and i-butane (left 

axis), and the corresponding n-butane/i-butane selectivities (right axis) of ZIF-8-90 with 

varying ZIF-8 (2-mIm) to ZIF-90 (2-ICA) linkers. Reproduced with permission.43 

Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society. 
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Guest adsorption can also be tuned through linker ratio variation. For example, 

nitrogen physisorption isotherm on ZIF-7-8 (dual linker 2-mIm and bIm) showed the 

decrease on adsorbed quantity as more bulky bIm was incorporated into the framework, 

reducing the microporosity of the ZIF-7-8. Furthermore, the bulky bIm linkers are much 

less amenable to rotational displacement than 2-mIm linkers, reducing the gate-opening107-

112 phenomena. Therefore, at full linker replacement of 2-mIm with bIm (ZIF-8 to ZIF-7), 

pore constriction of ZIF-7 (with defined pore of ~ 2.9 Å113) restrain diffusion of N2 gas 

with kinetic diameter of ~ 3.64 Å. Water adsorption behavior can also be tuned by varying 

linker ratio with hydrophobic characteristics. For example, the mixed linker ZIF-8-90 

(dual linker 2-mIm and 2-ICA) water adsorptivity can be increased by incorporating more 

2-ICA linkers with hydrophilic carbonyl groups..43 

One interesting modification on mixed linker ZIFs is the shell-linker-exchange-

reaction (SLER).68, 85 The outershell modification of ZIFs can be important in creating 

shield in the outer section of the ZIFs while maintaining the important properties at the 

core of the crystals. For example, the SLER modified ZIF-8-DMBIM (refer to “post-

synthetic linker exchange” section) has high hydrophobic characteristic while still 

possessing high surface area and pore volume at the inner core of crystals. The 

hydrophobic 5,6-dmbIm increases the contact angle of water for the modified ZIF-8-

DMBIM to 121° when compared to original ZIF-8 (60°), and only a negligible decrease 

in BET surface area and pore volume was observed after SLER. Furthermore, the 

modification affects the “gate-opening” behavior in the adsorption of isobutanol, where 
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elimination of “gate-opening” effect was observed after the SLER treatment for ZIF-8-

DMBIM. Intuitively, one can expect that the bulky 5,6-dmbIm linker will constrict the 

pores of ZIF-8-DMBIM hence reducing transport diffusivity. However, ZIF-8-DMBIM 

was observed to have higher isobutanol transport diffusivity when compared to pure ZIF-

8. These phenomena might be a result of stronger framework–guest interaction of ZIF-8-

DMBIM with the alcohol than ZIF-8.  

Another modification on the pore aperture of ZIFs is through thermal modification. 

Zhang and Koros67 reported that the dissociation of methyl group on ZIF-8 “open up” the 

ZIF’s aperture, which can increase guest molecule diffusivity and permeability. Variation 

on temperatures of the thermal treatment was studied on the amount of dissociated methyl 

group, and thus the guest molecule diffusivity as shown in Figure II-18. Methyl 

dissociation was observed starting around 400 °C, in which slightly increases the guest 

molecules diffusivity over unmodified ZIF-8. The diffusivities were increased rapidly 

(increased by 432, 28, and 400 times for SF6, n-C4H10, and iso-C4H10, respectively) as 

the thermal treatment is further increased to 500 °C (Figure II-18). However, thermal 

modification at 500 °C showed weakened PXRD peaks at higher 2θ angles, which 

suggested existence of locally disordered pores that may reduce its BET surface area and 

micropore volume. 
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Figure II-18. (a) Guest molecule (SF6, n-C4H10, and iso-C4H10) transport diffusivity 

data in the ZIF-8 precursor (activated at 100 C) and ZIFs thermally modified at 200, 300, 

400, 450, 475, and 500 C. (b) Effect of thermally induced methyl group removal on ZIF-

8’s n-butane/i-butane diffusion selectivity. Reproduced with permission.67 Copyright 

2015, American Chemical Society. 

Zhang et al.44 observes a significant improvement of various guest molecule 

adsorption when the C-H moiety in ZIF-8 (or called MAF-4) is replaced with N atom to 

form MAF-7 with 2-methyl-1,2,3-triazole (2-mtz) linker. The isoelectronic N atom can 

provide a Lewis base active site for guest binding.114 This leads to substantial 

improvement of CO2 and C2H2 adsorption in MAF-7 at room temperature as shown in 

Figure II-19a & b, despite the similarities in pore volume and surface area with the parent 

ZIF-8 (determined through N2 sorption measurements). Furthermore, water uptake on 

MAF-7 increases by over 100 times than ZIF-8, in which can be tune by mixing ZIF-8 

and MAF-7 (creating MAF-47) shown in Figure II-19c. 
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Figure II-19. Adsorption isotherm of (a) CO2 at 273 K and (b) C2H2 at 273 and 298 K 

on MAF-4 and MAF-7. (c) Water vapor sorption isotherms of MAF-4, MAF-47, and 

MAF-7, where 1-5 corresponds to MAF-47 with 2-mIm linker concentration of 1 (MAF-

4), 0.76, 0.49, 0.23, 0 (MAF-7), respectively. Reproduced with permission.44 Copyright 

2011, Wiley. 

II.5.2.2. Mixed-metals ZIFs adsorbents 

The first reported mixed metal ZIFs, termed boron imidazolate frameworks (BIFs, 

refer to “mixed-metal zeolitic-imidazolate frameworks” section) consisted mixture of 

boron and monovalent cations (Li+ and Cu+) bridged by imidazolate linkers.96-97 When the 

monovalent cations in BIF-9 were changed from Li+ to Cu+, the bond lengths (boron-to-

nitrogen and copper-to-nitrogen) elongate creating larger pore volume for BIF-9-Cu than 

BIF-9-Li.97 However, the streak difference in molecular weight of Cu and Li made BIF-

9-Li has lighter framework density. When tested on various gas sorption measurement, 

BIF-9-Li were able to adsorbed more N2 and H2 molecules as shown in Figure II-20. 
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Figure II-20. Gas sorption isotherm of BIF-9-Li and BIF-9-Cu for (a) N2 at 77 K and (b) 

H2 at 77 K and CO2 at 273 K. Reproduced with permission.97 Copyright 2009, American 

Chemical Society. 

When the change in the ZIFs structure is very small from mixing metal ions, the 

effect on the guest adsorption can be negligible. For example, nitrogen physisorption were 

tested on CoZn-ZIF-8 with various Co/Zn ratios, where all the dual-metal ZIFs exhibit 

similar isotherm type I curve with comparable BET surface area.42 On the other hand, 

structure change from mixing metals is not the only parameter affecting guest sorption. 

Yang et al.95 observed improvement of CO2 and H2 solubility (larger Henry’s constant) 

for copper doped ZIF-67 structure (termed Cu/ZIF-67) while showing similar N2 sorption 

behavior when compared to ZIF-67 as shown in Figure II-21. Ban et al.94 have also tested 

various gas sorption measurements on multiple dual-metals ZIFs consisting of pair of Zn, 

Ni, Co, or Cu using ZIF-108 as the parent. They pointed out that the metal substitution 

process can form crystal defects leading to increase in BET surface area and HK (Horvath-

Kawazoe) pore size distribution. 
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Figure II-21. Gas sorption isotherm of ZIF-67 and Cu/ZIF-67 for (a) N2 at 273 K, and 

CO2 at 273 and 298 K, (b) H2 at 77 and 87 K. Reproduced with permission.95 Copyright 

2012, The Royal Society of Chemistry. 

II.5.3. Hybrid ZIF membranes for gas separation 

Multiple hybrid ZIFs have been investigated as membrane for gas separation. 

While majority of the hybrid ZIF membranes were in a form of mixed matrix membranes 

(MMMs), a few of polycrystalline post-synthetically modified ZIF membranes have been 

reported. 

II.5.3.1. Mixed linker ZIF membranes 

With various reports on the tuning of guest adsorption and diffusivity through 

mixing linkers strategy, some groups have further investigated the use of these mixed 

linker ZIFs as the inorganic filler of mixed matrix membranes (MMMs). For example, 

Nair and co-worker82 compared the gas separation performance of CO2/CH4 using MMMs 

setup with Matrimid® 5128 polymers and various dual linker ZIFs as shown in Figure 
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II-22. The MMMs with hybrid ZIFs showed improved selectivity of CO2 at the expense 

of reduced permeability when compared to their parent ZIF-8. This can be associated with 

the inclusion of bulky benzene group for the mixed linker ZIFs. Furthermore, the amino 

moiety in ZIF-8-ambz (dual linkers of 2-mIm and 2-aminobenzimidazole, 2-ambz) may 

have substantial intermolecular interaction with each other (such as hydrogen bonding) 

that could change the flexibility or even structure of the ZIF-8-ambz. This restriction of 

flexibility may alter the diffusion pathway through the mixed linker ZIFs. Other reports 

on MMMs with amine functionalized ZIFs also affected the CO2/CH4 permeation 

characteristics,115-116 likely due to this structural change from intramolecular interaction 

rather than the affinity of polar amine group toward CO2.
82 

 

Figure II-22. Single gas permeation results of mixed matrix membranes with ZIF-8 and 

dual-linkers ZIFs fillers at 3.45 bar and 35 °C. Value in parentheses correspond to the % 

amount of secondary linker in the framework of the dual-linkers ZIFs. Secondary linkers 
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for ZIF-7-8 and ZIF-8-ambIm are bIm and 2-ambIm, respectively. Reproduced with 

permission.54 Copyright 2013, American Chemical Society. 

Caro and co-workers68 have also studied the SLER modified ZIF-8-DMBIM as 

inorganic filler of MMMs consisting of silicone rubber polymer (e.g. 

polymethylphenylsiloxane, PMPS), termed ZIF-8-DMBIM-PMPS. The MMMs were 

tested for pervaporation recovery of isobutanol from water and comparing them with ZIF-

8 filled MMMs (ZIF-8-PMPS). The ZIF-8-DMBIM-PMPS membrane improved the 

permeate concentration of isobutanol than the values obtained via evaporation by the 

vapor-liquid equilibrium. When compared to ZIF-8–PMPS membrane, the ZIF-8-

DMBIM-PMPS membrane exhibited improved selectivity towards isobutanol while 

keeping the isobutanol flux (productivity) constant. The improved selectivity results from 

the increased hydrophobicity, the decreased threshold pressure for isobutanol adsorption 

and the enhanced transport diffusivity after SLER treatment of ZIF-8. 

Caro and co-workers117-118 also investigated on the tuning of gas separation 

performance through linker modification of polycrystalline ZIF-90 membranes. It is worth 

noting that preparing well-intergrown ZIF-90 membranes is important prior to linker 

modification, in which they functionalized the ceramic alumina support with APTES (3-

aminopropyltriethoxysilane) prior to ZIF-90 growth.119 The functionalization of ceramic 

support has been adopted for preparation of other polycrystalline ZIF membranes as 

well.120-121 Functionalization on the carbonyl group of ZIF-90 through imine condensation 

with bulky ethanolamine or APTES can improve their separation factor performance at 
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the expense of reduction in permeance as shown in Figure II-23. Longer modification 

reaction can also further increase the separation factor performance. 

 

Figure II-23. Single-gas permeances on the as-prepared (triangle) and imine-

functionalized (square) ZIF-90 membrane with (a) ethanolamine and (b) APTES at 200 

°C and 1 bar as a function of the kinetic diameter. The inset shows the mixture separation 

factors for H2 over other gases from equimolar mixture. Reproduced with permission.117-

118 Copyright 2011 and 2012, Wiley. 

Following reports from Yaghi’s group45 on the excellent CO2 sorption behavior on 

dual linkers ZIF-78, Lin’s group122 investigated the preparation of ZIF-78 polycrystalline 

membranes to study its performance for CO2 gas separation application. The 

polycrystalline ZIF-78 membrane was prepared on zinc oxide porous support, where the 

zinc oxide itself acted as a metal source for seed layer of ZIF-78. The work emphasized 

on the importance of activation process of the ZIF-78 membrane. Due to the use of bulky 

dimethylformamide (DMF) solvent for the synthesis protocols, it is important to remove 

DMF at a slow rate. In which otherwise may lead to formation of cracks causing the 
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membrane to be non-selective. The slow activated ZIF-78 membrane shows molecular 

sieving behavior for binary mixed-gas H2/CO2 separation with H2 permeability of 7.2 × 

103 Barrer and a H2/CO2 separation factor of 9.5. Yang et al.123 claimed that the membrane 

performance in gas separation of ZIF-78 can be further improved if the morphology is 

controlled to certain orientation, which can be achieved by varying the concentration 

nutrients, linker concentration, and linker ratio of 2-nIm to 5-nbIm. 

II.5.3.2. Mixed metal ZIF membranes 

ZIF-8 is one of the most studied ZIFs since its discovery in separating industrially 

important propylene/propane gas mixtures.30, 33-37, 124-125 This drives many researchers to 

investigate the hybrid ZIF structure deriving from ZIF-8. Computational study showed 

substantial improvement of cobalt substituted ZIF-8 (namely ZIF-67) for the 

propylene/propane diffusive selectivity.63, 126 However, up to date no well-intergrown ZIF-

67 polycrystalline membrane has been prepared with selective gas separation, possibly 

due to its difficulty in preparing ZIF-67 polycrystalline membranes. For example, Wang 

et al.127 attempted to prepare polycrystalline dual-metals ZIF-8 membranes with cobalt 

and zinc ions, termed CoZn-ZIF-8. However, the dual-metals ZIF membranes gas 

separation performance on the propylene/propane permeation testing contradict with the 

computational studies63 possibly due to the poor membrane quality. 

An et al.128 recently compared ZIF-8 and ZIF-67 as inorganic fillers for MMMs 

with 6FDA-DAM polymer (PI). They observed that the MMMs with ZIF-67 fillers (PZ67) 

showed improvement in permselectivity for propylene/propane gas separations over ZIF-
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8 fillers (PZ8) with the expense of reduction in permeability as shown in Figure II-24. 

While the solubility selectivity for both PZ67 and PZ8 were comparable, the diffusive 

selectivity of PZ67 were determined to be higher than PZ8, which yields the higher 

permselectivity. The similarities in ZIF-8 and ZIF-67 possibly leads to their similar 

strength in interfacial adhesion with PI polymers, leading to the similarities in the 

solubility selectivity. 

  

Figure II-24. Comparison of propylene/propane separation performance for PZ67 (circle) 

and PZ8 (square) MMMs and PI polymer (triangle) at various temperature. (a) For 

permselectivity and (b) for permeability. Reproduced with permission.128 Copyright 2017, 

Elsevier.  

Ban et al.94 have also investigated the dual-metal ZIFs from ZIF-108 parent for 

their gas separation performance as inorganic fillers for MMMs of polysulfone (PSF) 

polymer. The MMMs consisting the dual-metals ZIFs filler showed improved separation 

factor for CO2/N2 and CO2/CH4 binary gas separation than PSF membrane and pure ZIF-

108 MMMs. They attribute the improvement in gas separation performance of the MMMs 
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containing dual-metals ZIFs filler to the enlarged pore size after metal substitution from 

the ZIF-108 parent and specific affinity of certain gas molecules for the substituting metal 

ions. 
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CHAPTER III 

RAPID MICROWAVE-ASSISTED SYNTHESIS OF HYBRID ZEOLITIC-

IMIDAZOLATE FRAMEWORKS WITH MIXED METALS AND MIXED 

LINKERS* 

*This chapter was adapted with permission from Febrian Hillman, John M. Zimmerman,

Seung-Min Paek, Mohamed R. A. Hamid, Woo T. Lim, Hae-Kwon Jeong, J. Mater. Chem. 

A, 2017, 5, 6090-6099 and modified. Copyright 2017, The Royal Society of Chemistry. 

III.1. Introduction 

Separation applications using porous solid materials such as zeolites and metal-

organic frameworks (MOFs) have been extensively studied.19-20, 38-39, 129-136 Zeolitic-

imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs),29 a subclass of MOFs, in particular have attracted many 

attentions due to their chemical/thermal stabilities, ultra-microporosities, and high surface 

areas when compared to other MOFs materials.29 ZIFs possess zeolite-like topologies in 

which the tetrahedral Si or Al and the bridging O in zeolite structure are replaced by 

transition metals (such as Zn,29 Co,46 and Cd65, 137) and imidazolate-derived ligands. 

Among many ZIFs, ZIF-8 with a sodalite (SOD) zeolitic topology consisting of Zn and 2-

methylimidazolate has been extensively studied mainly due to its robust synthesis and 

potential for gas separations.31, 33-37, 61, 108, 125, 138-140 Despite their potentials for gas 

separation applications, ZIFs, like any other crystalline materials, suffer from one 

fundamental issue: their available aperture sizes are discrete due to their crystalline nature. 

For example, there are no ZIFs materials effective for ethylene/ethane separation. 
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In general, the gas separation performance of porous solids is determined by their 

diffusion and adsorption properties.141 Studies have shown that these properties can be 

continuously tuned by mixing metals48, 93, 127, 142-144 and/or linkers43-44, 53-57, 145 to form 

hybrid MOFs/ZIFs (also called multi-component MOFs19). For example, Nair and co-

workers53-54 were able to continuously tune the framework functionality or microporosity 

of a ZIF through the mixed linker strategy. Kaur et al.48 reported mixed metal CoZn-ZIF-

8 (ZIF-8 like crystals with SOD topology possessing mixed metal centres of Co and Zn) 

and showed an increase of pore volume and BET surface area when compared to 

monometallic Zn-ZIF-8. The common synthesis of hybrid ZIFs has generally been through 

slow diffusion techniques,45-47 conventional hydrothermal,48-50 and solvothermal 

methods,43, 51-57 requiring several hours up to days of synthesis time. In addition, the yields 

of those synthesis protocols are often low, an economical issue for hybrid ZIFs to be used 

in a large industrial scale. Microwave-assisted synthesis has recently become popular in 

MOF synthesis as facile, rapid, inexpensive, and commercially viable routes toward the 

production of these compounds.58 However, to the best of our knowledge there has not 

been any mixed metal or mixed linker ZIFs synthesized through microwave-based 

methods. Furthermore, there has been no report on in-situ synthesis of hybrid ZIFs with 

both mixed metal centres and mixed linkers. 

Here, we report the rapid synthesis of a series of hybrid ZIFs with an SOD zeolitic 

topology using microwave irradiation: mixed metal ZIFs with Co and Zn metal centres, 

refer as CoZn-ZIF-8,48, 50, 127 and mixed linker ZIFs with benzimidazole (ZIF-7 linker) and 
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2-methylimidazole (ZIF-8 linker), refer as ZIF-7-8.53 The synthesis of ZIFs with both 

mixed metal and mixed linker has been reported previously.69 However, it requires 

multiple steps of post-synthetic metal ion and linker exchange in the ZIFs. In this work, 

we report the first example of one-step synthesis of both mixed metal and linker ZIFs (with 

Co/Zn and 2-methylimidazole/benzimidazole, refer as CoZn-ZIF-7-8) through the 

microwave method. Hybrid ZIFs were synthesized in ~1.5 minutes under microwave 

power of ~ 100 W. A series of characterization tools were employed to confirm that hybrid 

ZIFs are phase-pure with the SOD ZIF-8 structure. In addition to drastically reduced 

synthesis time, the use of microwave irradiation produces higher yield and uniform crystal 

size,146 reduces the use of expensive organic linker (for the mixed metal CoZn-ZIF-8 

synthesis48, 50), and eliminates the use of deprotonators (i.e. sodium formate for the mixed 

linker ZIF-7-8 synthesis53) when compared to conventional method. 

III.2. Experimental 

III.2.1. Materials 

Zinc nitrate hexahydrate (Zn(NO3)2•6H2O, 98%, Sigma-Aldrich, hereafter ZnN) 

and cobalt nitrate hexahydrate (Co(NO3)2•6H2O, 98%, Sigma-Aldrich, hereafter CoN) 

were used as metal sources. 2-methylimidazole (C4H5N2, 97%, Sigma-Aldrich, hereafter 

2-mIm) and benzimidazole (C7H6N2, 98%, Sigma-Aldrich, hereafter bIm) were used as 

linker sources. Methanol (99.8%, Alfa Aesar) and dimethylformamide (99.8%, Alfa 

Aesar, hereafter DMF) were used as solvents. All chemicals were used as purchased 

without further purification. 
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III.2.2. Microwave synthesis of mixed metal CoZn-ZIF-8 

A solution of (4.45 - x) mmol of ZnN and x mmol of CoN in 15 mL of methanol 

was prepared as a mixed metal solution. The value of x was varied from 0 to 4.45 to alter 

the ratio of Co/Zn in the metal solution. A separate solution of 17.8 mmol of 2-mIm in 15 

mL of methanol was prepared as a linker solution. The metal solution was then poured to 

the linker solution while continuously stirring the solution for 1 min. The mixed solution 

was then transferred to a microwave-transparent glass tube and immediately followed by 

the microwave radiation with the power of 100 W for 1.5 min. The solution was then 

allowed to cool to room temperature by sitting on ambient for 30 min followed by 

centrifugation at 8000 RPM for 30 min. The precipitate was collected and dispersed in 30 

mL of methanol and washed three times. The resulting powder was then dried in an oven 

at 120 °C for 12 hour prior to characterization. 

III.2.3. Microwave synthesis of mixed linker ZIF-7-8 

A solution of 2.23 mmol of ZnN in 15 mL of DMF was prepared as a metal 

solution. A separate solution of (8.90 - x) mmol of 2-mIm and x mmol of bIm in 15 mL 

of methanol was prepared as a linker solution. The value of x was varied from 0 to 0.62 

mmol. Similar to the synthesis of CoZn-ZIF-8, the metal solution was poured to the linker 

solution while continuously stirring the solution for 1 min. The mixed solution was then 

transferred to a microwave-transparent glass tube and immediately followed by the 

microwave radiation with the power of 100 W for 1.5 min. The solution was then allowed 

to cool naturally to room temperature for 30 min. To obtain the nanocrystal, the solution 
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was centrifuged at 8000 RPM for 30 min, the precipitate was dispersed in 30 mL of 

methanol and washed three times. The resulting powder was then dried in an oven at 220 

°C for 12 hour prior to characterization. 

III.2.4. Microwave synthesis of mixed metal and linker CoZn-ZIF-7-8 

A solution of 2.22 mmol of ZnN and 2.22 mmol of CoN in 15 mL of DMF were 

prepared as a metal solution. A separate solution of 16.7 mmol of 2-mIm and 1.07 mmol 

of bIm in 15 mL of methanol were prepared as a linker solution. The metal solution was 

then poured to the linker solution while continuously stirring the solution for 1 min. The 

mixed solution was then transferred to microwave-transparent glass tube and immediately 

followed by the microwave radiation with the power of 100 W for 1.5 min. The solution 

was then allowed to cool to room temperature by sitting on ambient for 30 min. To obtain 

the nanocrystal, the solution was centrifuged at 8000 RPM for 30 min, the precipitate was 

dispersed in 30 mL of methanol and washed three times. The resulting powder was then 

dried in an oven at 220 °C for 12 h prior to characterization. 

III.2.5. Characterizations 

Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) was performed at room temperature on a Rigaku 

Miniflex II powder X-ray diffractometer using Cu-Kα radiation (λ = 1.5406 Å) which was 

scanned with a step size of 0.02°. Scanning electron micrographs were collected using a 

JEOL JSM-7500F operating at 5 keV acceleration voltage and 15 mm working distance. 

Elemental analyses were performed through Neutron Activation Analysis (NAA). The 

subsequent gamma-ray spectrometry was performed sequentially using a high-purity Ge 
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(HPGe) gamma-ray detector (Canberra Industries), and the data reduction was done using 

NAA software from Canberra Industries. Infra-red spectra were collected using a 

NICOLET IR100 FT-IR spectrometer. Pulverized Zn-ZIF-8, Co-ZIF-8, and CoZn-ZIF-8 

particles were homogeneously mixed with KBr and pelletized for measurements. Nitrogen 

adsorption measurements were conducted using an ASAP 2000 (Micrometrics). The X-

ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) measurements such as the X-ray absorption near edge 

structure (XANES) and the extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) at both Co 

K-edge and Zn K-edge were conducted by using the beamline 8C of Pohang Accelerator 

Lab in Korea. All samples were finely ground and densely packed onto Kapton tape for 

XAS data acquisition. The monochromatized X-ray from a double crystal monochromator 

with Si(111) crystals was used for the energy scan. The XAS spectra of samples were 

obtained at room temperature in transmission mode using an Ar/He ionization detector. 

Higher harmonic oscillation was removed by detuning the monochromator crystal by ~ 

90%. To find an exact threshold energy for calibration, the XAS spectra were collected 

simultaneously with reference metal foils such as Co (7708.9 eV) and Zn (9658.6 eV) 

along with the samples. The data analysis was carried out by the standard procedure. The 

inherent backgrounds of XAS spectra were removed by fitting the polynomial to the entire 

region. The Fourier transforms (FTs) from the k3-weighted EXAFS spectra were obtained 

by applying Hanning window in the range from 2.6 to 15.2 Å-1. The thermal analyses were 

performed on a Mettler-Toledo TGA-DSC-1 with heating rate of 5 °C/min under 

continuous flow of argon at atmosphere. 
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III.3. Results and analysis 

III.3.1. Mixed metal CoZn-ZIF-8 

CoxZn1-x-ZIF-8 was obtained rapidly through microwave synthesis, where x 

indicates the Co fraction with respect to total metal content in the synthesis solution. The 

incorporation of Co and Zn in the framework can be observed through direct optical 

observation on the color difference shown in Figure III-1a. ZIF with pure Zn (Zn-ZIF-8) 

exhibits white color while ZIF with pure Co (Co-ZIF-8, formally known as ZIF-6746) 

exhibits purple color, consequently making the mixed metal CoZn-ZIF-8 to reflect color 

in between these two colors.48, 127 Neutron Activation Analysis (NAA) showed the mol% 

Co incorporated to the framework to be 18%, 30%, 45%, 64%, and 79% for Co0.20Zn0.80-

ZIF-8, Co0.33Zn0.67-ZIF-8, Co0.50Zn0.50-ZIF-8, Co0.67Zn0.33-ZIF-8, and Co0.80Zn0.20-ZIF-8, 

respectively. This result agrees well with those reported previously using the conventional 

solvothermal method48, 127 where the metal ratio in the synthesis solution resembles closely 

to the actual ratio in the framework. It is worth mentioning that the amount of linker used 

for the synthesis solution can be reduced significantly through microwave synthesis route 

(linker to metal ratio of ~ 4 for microwave irradiation compared to ~ 71.4 for conventional 

method48). The substantially reduced usage of expensive organic linker makes the 

microwave synthesis to be more economically viable. 
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Figure III-1. (a) Photographs of Zn-ZIF-8, Co0.33Zn0.67-ZIF-8, Co0.50Zn0.50-ZIF-8, 

Co-ZIF-8; (b) Powder x-ray diffraction (PXRD) patterns of CoZnZIF-8 particles with 

various ratios of Co to Zn. 

Figure III-1b shows the powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) patterns of mixed metal 

CoZn-ZIF-8, in which several observations can be made. First, the mixed metal CoZn-

ZIF-8 show the same XRD peaks of both Zn-ZIF-8 and Co-ZIF-8 confirming that they 

have a cubic unit cell in the I-43m space group which agrees to that reported previously.48, 

50, 100 Because Zn-ZIF-8 and Co-ZIF-8 are isostructural with a negligible difference in the 

unit cell dimension,36 the Bragg angles of the peaks are more or less identical. Second, the 

XRD peak intensities of Co-ZIF-8 are notably lower than those of Zn-ZIF-8, even though 

the sample amounts and the crystallinity (judging from SEM/FT-IR/N2 adsorption results 

presented in the following paragraphs) were more or less the same for both powders. This 

can be explained based on the fact that Co is fluorescent with Cu radiation, leading to the 

effective loss in the number of X-ray photons, thereby lowering the diffraction intensities, 

which leads to the systematic decrease of intensity peak with increasing Co/Zn ratio. The 
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decreasing trend of XRD peak intensities with increasing Co content could be used as a 

calibration tool for preliminary estimate on the Co content in the framework. The broad 

diffraction peaks of hybrid CoZn-ZIF-8 suggest that they are nano-sized crystals.  

The size of these crystals was further confirmed by the electron micrographs as 

shown in Figure III-2(a-d). The nano-sized crystals and the uniformity of the crystal size 

owe likely to the homogenous volumetric heating in combination with rapid temperature 

rise under microwave irradiation.146 Interestingly, Co-ZIF-8 crystals are significantly 

larger compared to Zn-ZIF-8 and mixed metal CoZn-ZIF-8. This may indicate that the 

nucleation of Co-ZIF-8 is less favorable under microwave irradiation when compared to 

Zn-ZIF-8.147-148 To confirm the incorporation of both Co and Zn  within the same 

framework of mixed metal CoZn-ZIF-8, elemental mapping through SEM coupled with 

energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (SEM-EDS) was taken and presented in Figure 

III-2e. The mapping on the crystal shows uniform distribution of Co and Zn throughout 

the CoZn-ZIF-8 framework. 
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Figure III-2. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of (a) Zn-ZIF-8, (b) 

Co0.33Zn0.67ZIF-8, (c) Co0.50Zn0.50ZIF-8, (d) Co-ZIF-8. All scale inside the white box is 

100 nm, and outside white box is 1 μm. (e) SEM-EDS profile for Co0.50Zn0.50ZIF-8 crystal 

using line scanning method where yellow line in the inset of SEM image from (c) indicate 

the EDS analysis area. 

As shown in Figure III-3, the FT-IR spectra show distinguishable and systematic 

shifts on M-N (metal-to-nitrogen) stretching frequencies with various Co/Zn contents. The 

stretching vibrations of Zn-N in pure Zn-ZIF-8 and Co-N in pure Co-ZIF-8 appear on IR 

band at ~421 cm-1 and ~425 cm-1, respectively, consistent with the previous report.36 As 

more Co incorporated to the hybrid CoZn-ZIF-8 system, M-N stretching frequencies are 

continuously blue-shifted as shown in Figure III-3. This implies that the stiffness of the 

M-N bonding can be tuned continuously by varying the ratio of Co to Zn. This ability to 

control the bond stiffness upon systematic incorporation of framework hetero-metal 

centers could potentially lead to tunable aperture sizes for the separations of gas mixtures 

of various size disparities. In addition, this systematic blue shift can provide another 
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preliminary means to estimate the content of Co incorporated to the framework. The M-N 

stretching frequency from the hybrid CoZn-ZIF-8 was compared to the physical mixture 

of Co-ZIF-8 and Zn-ZIF-8 with the same metal ratio. Interestingly, the physical mixture 

exhibits less symmetrical M-N stretching frequency than the hybrid one, which may arise 

from the superposed signal of Co-N and Zn-N vibrations as opposed to the true hybrid M-

N vibrations.  

 

Figure III-3. FT-IR spectra showing stretching vibrations of metal to nitrogen on CoZn-

ZIF-8 with various ratios of Co to Zn. 

Nitrogen physisorption analysis showed type I isotherms for the hybrid CoZn-ZIF-

8, which is similar to the Zn-ZIF-8 and Co-ZIF-8 as shown on Figure III-4. The micropore 

volume and estimated Brunauer-Emmet-Teller (BET) surface area were determined as 

presented in  
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Table III-1. The BET surface area for the Zn-ZIF-8 (1202 m2/g) is within the range 

of the reported values.149 Interestingly, the BET surface area for the mixed metal ZIF 

samples is similar to the ZIF parent. This observation is different from the previously 

reported result48 where the Co0.50Zn0.50-ZIF-8 shows noticeably higher surface area. 

However, our finding in the similarity of surface area among the mixed metal samples can 

be reasoned as follows. Co-ZIF-8 and Zn-ZIF-8 are isostructural and the difference of 

Co2+ and Zn2+ ionic radii is small (~ 0.02 Å). Therefore, the pore volume and surface area 

of mixed metal CoZn-ZIF-8 may not vary much from their ZIF parents, Zn-ZIF-8 and Co-

ZIF-8. 

 

Figure III-4. Nitrogen physisorption isotherm of CoZnZIF-8 with various Co/Zn content 

at 77 K (a) with the linear scale x-axis, and (b) with the log scale x-axis. 
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Table III-1. Comparison of micropore volume and BET surface area of mixed metal 

CoZn-ZIF-8 

 Micropore Volume (cm3/g) Surface Area (m2/g)* 

Zn-ZIF-8 0.688 1202.3 

Co0.20Zn0.80-ZIF-8 0.716 1295.2 

Co0.33Zn0.67-ZIF-8 0.667 1207.8 

Co0.50Zn0.50-ZIF-8 0.681 1232.6 

Co0.67Zn0.33-ZIF-8 0.711 1281.3 

Co0.80Zn0.20-ZIF-8 0.684 1231.1 

Co-ZIF-8 0.694 1235.0 

*BET surface area 

The thermal stability of the mixed metal CoZn-ZIF-8 was analyzed using 

thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) under inert argon gas up to 800 °C (see Figure III-5). 

Zn-ZIF-8 was shown to be stable up to 500 °C, which is more stable than Co-ZIF-8 that 

only withheld up to 350 °C. These values agree within the range of the reported values.29, 

150 Due to these differences, the thermal stability of the mixed metal CoZn-ZIF-8 can be 

anticipated to fall between the two ZIF parents. The stability of CoZn-ZIF-8 can be 

improved continuously by incorporating more Zn into the framework. 
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Figure III-5. Thermogravimetric analysis on mixed metal CoZn-ZIF-8 with various ratios 

of Co to Zn. 

III.3.2. Mixed linker ZIF-7-8 

The microwave synthesis was also applicable for the synthesis of mixed linker 

ZIF-7-8 (mixture of 2-methylimidazole and benzimidazole). From the results previously 

reported,53 it is noted that the relative amount of linker mixture incorporated in the 

framework is not the same as the synthesis solution. It was assumed that the linker 

incorporation to the framework using microwave synthesis is similar to the one reported 

using conventional solvothermal method.53 One apparent advantage of using microwave 

irradiation is the rapid synthesis of ZIF-7-8 in ~1.5 minute compared to the long 48 hour 

synthesis for the conventional method.53 Furthermore, the yield obtained using the 

microwave method is increased by ten-fold (the yields for conventional and microwave 

methods are 0.5% and 5% with respect to the zinc salt, respectively). Interestingly, the use 

of a deprotonator is unnecessary for the microwave synthesis, which was an important 
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parameter for the conventional method.53 Our hypothesis is that the microwave irradiation 

results in localized hot spots where the local temperature is much higher than bulk 

temperature, enhancing deprotonation of linkers and thereby improving the formation of 

crystals.  

Due to the difference in the structures of ZIF-729  (a rhombohedral R-3 space 

group) and ZIF-829 (a cubic I-43m space group), the PXRD pattern of hybrid ZIF-7-8 can 

be distinguishable from the ZIF parent. However, these differences only exist at the 

incorporation of a significant amount of the benzimidazole linker in the framework. Figure 

III-6a shows the PXRD patterns of the ZIF-7-8 with various ratios of 2-mIm to bIm. The 

ZIF-7-8 with bIm incorporation up to 20% in the framework retains most of its structure 

with the cubic unit cell in the I-43m space group of ZIF-8, which agrees with that reported 

previously.53 SEM images in Figure III-6b-c showed that the mixed linker ZIF-7-8 crystals 

are micro-sized, much larger than the ones reported using conventional method.53 This 

indicates that the microwave synthesis route for mixed linker ZIF-7-8 leads to faster 

crystal growth when compared to the conventional method. Faster crystal nucleation and 

crystal growth has also been previously observed for the synthesis of Zn-ZIF-8 with 

microwave irradiation when compared to conventional hydrothermal synthesis.151 
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Figure III-6. (a) Powder x-ray diffraction (PXRD) pattern of ZIF-7-8 with various amount 

of benzimidazole incorporation. SEM images of ZIF-7-8 with (b) 7% bIm incorporation 

and (c) 20% bIm incorporation. 

The N2 isotherms presented in Figure III-7 show that replacing 2-mIm linker with 

bIm linker led to the reduction in pore volume, agreeing with that reported.53 This can be 

explained by the bulkier bIm linker when compared to 2-mIm blocking some of the pore 

for the mixed linker ZIF-7-8 to be adsorbed by nitrogen. The BET surface area for the 

ZIF-7-8 with 7% bIm and 20% bIm incorporation were determined to be 1150.1 m2/g and 

771.8 m2/g, respectively.  
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Figure III-7. Nitrogen physisorption isotherm of ZIF-7-8 with various bIm content at 77 

K 

III.3.3. Mixed metal and mixed linker CoZn-ZIF-7-8 

The microwave synthesis applicability can be extended to produce hybrid ZIF with 

both mixed metal and mixed linker. Here, we synthesized hybrid ZIF with mixed metal 

consisting of Co and Zn with ratio of 1 to 1 and mixed linker comprising of 2-mIm and 

bIm (with 20% bIm incorporated to the framework). Interestingly, in the presence of 

mixed linker 2-mIm and bIm, the ratio of Co to Zn in the framework is reduced. While the 

ratio of Co and Zn in the synthesis solution is the same for both CoZn-ZIF-7-8 and 

Co0.50Zn0.50ZIF-8, NAA showed the amount of Co incorporated with respect to total metal 

is 36% for CoZn-ZIF-7-8 compared to 45% for the Co0.50Zn0.50ZIF-8. 

As mentioned previously, both Co0.50Zn0.50ZIF-8 and ZIF-7-8 (with 20% bIm 

incorporation) retain the SOD topology of its ZIF parent (ZIF-8) with cubic unit cell in I-
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43m space group. Therefore, it can be expected that the PXRD pattern of hybrid ZIF with 

mixed metal (Co to Zn ratio of 1 to 1) and mixed linker (with 20% bIm incorporation) to 

exhibit the same typical I-43m space group as shown in Figure III-8a. Electron micrograph 

shows well-developed CoZn-ZIF-7-8 crystals with the size of ~ 2 µm as exhibited in 

Figure III-8b. Elemental mapping and line scanning on the CoZn-ZIF-7-8 crystal with 

EDS-SEM presented in Figure III-8b display the uniform distribution of both Co and Zn 

throughout the crystal. 

 

Figure III-8. (a) Powder x-ray diffraction (PXRD) pattern of CoZn-ZIF-7-8 with Co to 

Zn ratio of 1 to 1 and 20% bIm incorporated to the framework and (b) SEM-EDS elemental 

mapping of CoZn-ZIF-7-8 (Co to Zn ratio of 1 and 20% bIm). 

From the previous nitrogen physisorption analyses on both CoZn-ZIF-8 and ZIF-

7-8, mixing Co and Zn in the same framework does not alter the isotherm, while replacing 

2-mIm with bIm leads to reduction of pore volume. Therefore, it can be anticipated that 

the CoZn-ZIF-7-8 isotherm to exhibit similar behavior as the ZIF-7-8 with 20% bIm 
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incorporation as shown in Figure III-9. The BET surface area of CoZn-ZIF-7-8 was 

determined to be 822.5 m2/g, a comparable value to ZIF-7-8 with 20% bIm of 771.8 m2/g. 

The CoZn-ZIF-7-8 also exhibits C=C stretching vibration from benzene ring (~1456 cm-

1) and C-H bending vibration of ortho-disubstituted benzene (~745 cm-1) from bIm linker 

(Figure III-10a).152-154 In addition, the IR-band corresponding to the M-N frequencies for 

CoZn-ZIF-7-8 (~ 422.3 cm-1) appear between the Zn-N (~ 421.4 cm-1) and Co-N (~ 425.2 

cm-1) indicating the incorporation of both Co and Zn in the framework (Figure III-10b).36 

 

Figure III-9. Comparison of nitrogen physisorption on mixed metal and linker CoZn-ZIF-

7-8 (Co to Zn ratio of 1 and 20% bIm) with ZIF-7-8 (20% bIm). 
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Figure III-10. FT-IR spectra comparing ZIF-7, Zn-ZIF-8, and CoZn-ZIF-7-8 from (a) 

600 to 1600 cm-1 and (b) 400 to 450 cm-1. Note that ZIF-7 consists of Zn metal and pure 

bIm linker. 

III.4. Conclusions 

Mixed metal CoZnZIF-8 with various Co/Zn contents and mixed linker ZIF-7-8 

with various bIm incorporation were rapidly synthesized using microwave irradiation 

method. In addition, the first example of one-step synthesis of mixed metal and linker 

CoZn-ZIF-7-8 was successfully obtained using the microwave irradiation. Other than the 

short synthesis time, crystallization using microwave irradiation produced higher yield, 

reduced the amount of linker and solvent, and eliminated the use of deprotonators when 

compared to conventional methods.48, 50, 53-54, 100 Mixed metal CoZn-ZIF-8 retained the 

SOD topology from its ZIF parent for any Co to Zn ratio. Elemental mapping using 

Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) and electronic/geometric information 

obtained from X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) confirmed the uniform distribution 

of tetrahedral Co and Zn metal centers within the same framework of the mixed-metal 
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ZIF. The metal to nitrogen (M-N) stretching frequencies on IR band were observed to be 

blue-shifted systematically as the Co/Zn ratio in mixed metal ZIFs increases. 



CHAPTER IV 

LINKER-DOPED ZEOLITIC-IMIDAZOLATE FRAMEWORKS AND THEIR 

ULTRATHIN MEMBRANES FOR TUNABLE GAS SEPARATIONS* 

*This chapter was adapted with permission from Febrian Hillman and Hae-Kwon Jeong,

ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces, submitted 2019. 

IV.1. Introduction 

In general, hybrid ZIFs are required to maintain the topology/structure of their 

parent ZIFs (i.e., mono-metal and mono-linker) while varying the metal and/or linker ratio 

in the hybrid framework, thus enables tuning of their properties in a controlled manner. 

Intuitively, mixing isostructural ZIFs leads to formation of hybrid ZIFs while maintaining 

its topology.41-44, 53 For example, both of the mixed-metal CoZn-ZIF-8 and CdZn-ZIF-8 

are isostructural ZIF-8 analogues, possessing the same SOD topology of their parent ZIFs: 

ZIF-8, ZIF-67 (Co-substituted ZIF-8),46 and CdIF-1 (Cd-substituted ZIF-8).155 The same 

applies for the mixed-linker ZIF-8-90 retaining its cubic structure regardless of the ratio 

of the linkers. Mixed-linker ZIF-8-90 is a combination of ZIF-829 and ZIF-90 (ZIF-8 with 

Ica linker),71 both possessing the same SOD topology. This strategy to obtain isostructural 

hybrid ZIFs, however, limit the option of metal centers and linkers that can be mixed. 

Table IV-1 shows the short list of reported Zn-based SOD ZIFs with various imidazolate 

linkers that were de novo synthesized. 

76
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Table IV-1. List of Zn-based SOD ZIFs bridged by various imidazolate linkers de novo 

synthesized. 

Nomenclature Composition Type of linker Crystal family 

ZIF-864 (or MAF-4) Zn(2-mIm)2 2-methylimidazole Cubic 

ZIF-729 Zn(bIm)2 Benzimidazole Hexagonal 

ZIF-9029 Zn(Ica)2 Imidazole-2-carboxaldehyde Cubic 

MAF-744 Zn(mtz)2 3-methyl-1,2,4-triazole Cubic 

SIM-1156 Zn(mcIm)2 
4-methyl-5-

imidazolecarboxaldehyde 
Cubic 

-32 Zn(cIm)2 2-chloroimidazole Cubic 

-32 Zn(brIm)2 2-bromoimidazole Cubic 

 

Mixing non-isostructural ZIFs can often lead to crystal systems different from the 

parent, likely presenting a challenge in predicting and obtaining the desired property 

change on the hybrid frameworks. For example, Huang et al.64 attempted to mix SOD ZIF-

8 and ANA ZIF-4 (Zn(2-eIm)2, 2-eIm = 2-ethylimidazole). They reported that a precursor 

synthesis solution containing an equal molar mixture of 2-mIm and 2-eIm yielded crystals 

with a physical mixture of ZIF-8 and a new phase with RHO topology. No hybrid crystals 

were obtained possessing either of the parent’s SOD or ANA topology. Furthermore, 

Schoenmakers90 also reported that substituting Zn2+ ions in ZIF-8 framework with Cu2+ 

ions led to structural change due to the disruption of originally tetrahedral coordination of 

Zn2+ in ZIF-8 by the Cu2+ with octahedral coordination preference. Both 2-eIm linker and 

Cu2+ ions can be seen as “unsuitable” linker and ions for the formation of the SOD cubic 

structure of ZIF-8. Despite the unsuitability of Cu2+ nature, Schejn et al.93 have 

successfully incorporated small amount of copper (known as copper doping) into ZIF-8 

while preserving the cubic 𝐼4̅3𝑚 space group. Yang et al.95 have also reported copper 
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doping into ZIF-67. Although copper ions are only doped at a small concentration into 

ZIF-8 or ZIF-67, both reports have shown that the copper-doped framework increases the 

catalytic activity and improves various gases uptake capacities. While Huang et al.64 have 

attempted to incorporate 2-eIm linker to ZIF-8 at a relatively high concentration, there is 

no follow-up work on the attempt to incorporate the “unsuitable” 2-eIm linker at a smaller 

concentration (hereafter termed linker-doping) to obtain hybrid ZIFs (i.e., doped ZIFs) 

while retaining the parent ZIF structures. 

Here, we report, for the first time, the doping of “unsuitable” secondary linkers to 

ZIF-8 so as to obtain mixed-linker hybrid ZIFs while preserving its SOD cubic structure. 

Two secondary linkers were investigated for this study: 2-ethylimidazole (2-eIm) and 2-

phenylimidazole (2-phIm). A microwave-assisted technique was utilized to rapidly 

synthesize eIm-doped (referred as eIm/ZIF-8) and phIm-doped (referred as phIm/ZIF-8) 

ZIF-8 analogues in the 𝐼4̅3𝑚 space group. Resulting hybrid ZIFs were thoroughly 

characterized using a battery of techniques including XRD, 1H-NMR, ATR-FT-IR, N2 

adsorption, and SEM. Gas adsorption studies revealed the linker-doping strategy affected 

the “gate-opening” behavior of parent ZIF-8. Finally, we have also prepared 

polycrystalline eIm/ZIF-8 membranes on α-Al2O3 supports using microwave-assisted 

seeding33 and secondary growth methods.30 Two effects were observed from the doping 

of 2-eIm on ZIF-8 membranes: 1) the incorporation of 2-eIm led to formation of thinner 

membranes than mono-linker ZIF-8 membranes; 2) the eIm/ZIF-8 membranes showed an 
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improved propylene and propane permeance at the expense of propylene/propane 

separation factor as compared to ZIF-8 membranes. 

IV.2. Experimental 

IV.2.1. Materials 

Zinc nitrate hexahydrate (Zn(NO3)2•6H2O, 98%, Sigma-Aldrich, hereafter ZnN) 

was used as a metal source. 2-methylimidazole (C4H5N2, 97%, Sigma-Aldrich, hereafter 

2-mIm), 2-ethylimidazole (C5H8N2, 98%, Sigma-Aldrich, hereafter 2-eIm), and 2-

phenylimidazole (C9H8N2, 98%, Sigma-Aldrich, hereafter 2-phIm) were used as linker 

sources. Sodium formate (HCOONa, 99%, Sigma-Aldrich) was used as a deprotonating 

agent. Methanol (99.8%, Alfa Aesar) was used as a solvent. Acetic acid-d4 (CD3CO2D, 

99.5 atom % D, Sigma-Aldrich) was used as a reference for 1H-NMR analyses. All 

materials were used as purchased without further purification. 

IV.2.2. Microwave synthesis of ZIF-8, eIm/ZIF-8, and phIm/ZIF-8 

For the synthesis of eIm/ZIF-8, a solution of 4.44 mmol of ZnN in 15 mL of 

methanol was prepared as a metal solution. A separate solution of (17.8 - x) mmol of 2-

mIm and x mmol of 2-eIm in 15 mL of methanol was prepared as a linker solution. The 

value of x was varied from 0 to 17.8 (x = 0 for pure ZIF-8). The metal solution was then 

poured into the linker solution while continuously stirring the linker solution for 1 min. 

The mixed solution was then transferred to a microwave-inert glass tube, immediately 

followed by microwave irradiation with the power of 100 W for 90 seconds. The solution 

was then allowed to cool to room temperature by keeping it under ambient conditions for 
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30 min followed by centrifugation at 8000 RPM for 20 min. The precipitates were 

collected and dispersed in 30 mL of methanol and washed three times with fresh methanol. 

The resulting powder was then dried in an oven at 60 °C for 2 days prior to 

characterization. For the synthesis of phIm/ZIF-8, the procedure is the same as eIm/ZIF-

8 except that 2-phIm is used as the secondary linker. 

IV.2.3. Preparation of porous α-Al2O3 substrates 

Disk-shaped alumina substrates (porosity = ~ 46 %, diameter = 22 mm, and 

thickness = 2 mm) with an average pore diameter of ~ 200 nm were prepared by a pressing 

and sintering method slightly modified from a previously reported method.33 Briefly, α-

Al2O3 power (CR6, Baikowski) was molded into a disk shape by uniaxial pressing and 

was sintered at 1100 °C for 2 h. Then one side of the sintered disks was polished using a 

sand paper (grid #1200) to reduce the surface roughness of the substrates, followed by 

sonication for 1 min in methanol. Subsequently the supports were dried in an oven at 120 

°C for 1 h before usage. 

IV.2.4. Preparation of eIm/ZIF-8 seed layers and membranes 

an eIm/ZIF-8 seed layer on an α-Al2O3 substrate was prepared using the 

microwave-assisted method previously reported by our group33 with a slight modification. 

The secondary growth of the eIm/ZIF-8 seed layer was carried out using a method 

similarly reported by Pan et al37 with some modification. Briefly, 9.19 mmol of ZnN was 

dissolved in 45 mL methanol (solution A). A separate solution of (31.6 - x) mmol of 2-

mIm and x mmol of 2-eIm were dissolved in 30 mL methanol (solution B). The value of 
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x was varied from 1.6 to 4.7 mmol. An α-Al2O3 disk was immersed in the solution A for 

1 h to saturate the substrate with the metal solution. The saturated substrate was then held 

vertically using a home-made Teflon holder and immediately inserted into the solution B 

in a microwave-inert glass tube, followed by microwave irradiation with the power of 100 

W for 1.5 min. Finally, the tube was naturally cooled down for 30 min and the seeded 

support was washed in 30 ml of methanol under gentle rocking for 18 h and dried at 60 

°C for 4 h. For the secondary growth, an aqueous growth solution was prepared by pouring 

a metal solution of 0.37 mmol of ZnN in 20 mL of DI water to a linker solution of (27.7 – 

x) mmol of 2-mIm and x mmol of 2-eIm in 20 mL water, followed by continuous mixing 

for 1 min. The value of x was varied from 1.4 to 4.2 mmol. The seeded support was 

immersed vertically in the aqueous growth solution and kept in an oven at 30 °C for 24 

hr. The membrane was washed in fresh methanol under stirring for 2 days while 

replenished with fresh methanol every 12 hours. The sample was dried at room 

temperature for 24 hr before further characterization. For comparison, mono-linker ZIF-8 

membranes were prepared using microwave-assisted seeding and secondary growth as 

previously reported.30, 33 

IV.2.5. Characterizations 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) was performed at room temperature on a Rigaku Miniflex 

II powder X-ray diffractometer using Cu-Kα radiation (λ = 1.5406 Å) which was scanned 

with a step size of 0.02°. Scanning electron micrographs were collected using a JEOL 

JSM-7500F operating at 5 keV acceleration voltage and 15 mm working distance. Infra-
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red spectra were collected using a Nicolet IS5 from Thermo Scientific, equipped with a 

single reflection diamond attenuated total reflectance (ATR) attachment (ID5). Gas (N2, 

CO2, and CH4) adsorption measurements were conducted using an ASAP 2010 

(Micromeritics). Prior to adsorption measurements, the samples were further activated at 

150 °C under vacuum for 24 h. Thermal analyses were performed in a Mettler-Toledo 

TGA/DSC 1 at a rate of 5 °C min-1 with an argon flow of 20 mL min-1. Composition 

analyses of the linker ratio in linker-doped eIm/ZIF-8 and phIm/ZIF-8 powder and 

eIm/ZIF-8 membranes were determined through solution proton nuclear magnetic 

resonance (1H-NMR) spectra taken from a Bruker Avance III (500 MHz system). For 

powder samples, ~ 5 mg of a sample was dissolved in 600 μL of deuterated acetic acid-

d4. The acidic solution was then used for the 1H-NMR analysis to determine the mIm-to-

eIm and mIm-to-phIm linker ratio from each powder sample. For membrane samples, a 

well activated eIm/ZIF-8 membrane was submersed in 800 μL of deuterated acetic acid-

d4 for 2 days. The acetic acid-d4 solution containing 2-mIm and 2-eIm linkers was then 

used for the 1H-NMR analysis to determine the mIm-to-eIm linker ratio from each 

membrane sample. 

IV.2.6. Permeation measurements 

The gas separation performance of eIm/ZIF-8 membranes were performed using 

the Wicke-Kallenbach technique under atmospheric pressure at room temperature (298 

K). The equal-molar mixture of propylene and propane was supplied to the feed side while 

the permeate side was swept by argon with the total flow rates of both sides maintained at 
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100 mL min-1. The gas composition of the permeate side was analyzed using a gas 

chromatograph (Agilent GC 7890A equipped with a HP-PLOT/Q column). 

IV.3. Results and analysis 

IV.3.1. Synthesis and analysis of eIm/ZIF-8 and phIm/ZIF-8 powder 

Two linker-doped ZIF-8 analogues with dopant linkers of 2-ethylimidazole (2-

eIm) and 2-phenylimidazole (2-phIm) were obtained rapidly under ~ 90 seconds using the 

microwave-assisted synthesis. The amount of doped linker in the precursor solution was 

varied from 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 50, and 100 %. However, the eIm/ZIF-8 was successfully 

synthesized up to 50% of 2-eIm, whereas the phIm/ZIF-8 can only be obtained up to 20% 

of 2-phIm in the precursor solution. The amount of a dopant linker that is actually 

incorporated in the framework was found much less than that in the starting precursor 

solution, which will be discussed later in more detail. Interestingly, the eIm/ZIF-8 can be 

synthesized with higher dopant incorporation than the phIm/ZIF-8. It is presumed that the 

bulkier phenyl group in the 2-position of 2-phIm linker as compared to the ethyl group of 

2-eIm linker might likely distort the tetrahedral Zn(L)2 (L: linker) units more significantly, 

thereby less incorporation while maintaining a SOD structure. In a recent report,157 2-phIm 

linker has been incorporated into ZIF-8 framework through solvent assisted linker 

exchange approach (known as SALE65, two-step synthesis). Despite the long exchange 

process of 168 hours, only ~ 10% of 2-mIm has been successfully substituted with 2-phIm 

linker,157 showing the “unsuitability” of 2-phIm linker in the SOD cubic structure of ZIF-

8. 
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Figure IV-1. Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of (a) eIm/ZIF-8 with various 2-

eIm concentrations, and (b) phIm/ZIF-8 with various 2-phIm concentrations. Both 2-eIm 

and 2-phIm concentrations are in the precursor solution. 

Figure IV-1 presents powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the linker-doped 

eIm/ZIF-8 and phIm/ZIF-8 particles with various amounts of the secondary linkers in the 

precursor solutions. All of the synthesized eIm/ZIF-8 and phIm/ZIF-8 particles show 

phase pure crystalline structures and retain the cubic unit cell in the 𝐼4̅3𝑚 space group of 

ZIF-8. Unlike the common hybrid approach by Huang et al.,64 the linker-doping strategy 

can, in principle, successfully incorporate any dopant imidazolate linker while maintaining 

the parent structure. The amount of a dopant linker incorporated is, however, likely 

dependent upon the type of a dopant (i.e., size and pKa). Figure IV-2 and Figure IV-3 

present scanning electron micrographs, showing the particle sizes and morphologies of 

eIm/ZIF-8 and phIm/ZIF-8 powders at different dopant linker incorporations in 

comparison with those of ZIF-8. All crystals exhibit the typical rhombic dodecahedral 

morphology similar to that of ZIF-8 particles. Interestingly, the size of crystals increases 
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with more 2-eIm incorporation which is less pronounced with 2-phIm. The presence of 

dopant linkers may hamper the rate of nucleation, thereby promoting the growth of larger 

crystals.  

 

Figure IV-2. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of pristine ZIF-8 and eIm/ZIF-

8 with various 2-eIm concentrations in the precursor solution as indicated within 

parentheses. All scale bars are 1 µm. 
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Figure IV-3. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of phIm/ZIF-8 with various 2-

phIm concentrations in the precursor solution as indicated within parentheses. All scale 

bars are 1 µm. 

The FT-IR spectra as shown in Figure IV-4 confirm the existence of dual linkers 

within the linker-doped ZIF-8 frameworks. The incorporation of 2-eIm into ZIF-8 adds 

the appearance of CH2 in-plane rocking vibration signal (~ 1057 cm-1) and asymmetric 

CH2 vibration (~2970 cm-1)158 to the IR spectra, in which their intensities increase with 

greater amount of 2-eIm used in the precursor solution (see Figure IV-4a). The phenyl ring 

gives additional IR signals from aromatic C-H stretching vibration (~3044 cm-1) and in-

plane C-H bending vibration (~1072 cm-1)159 as shown in Figure IV-4b. The weak 

intensity from the aromatic phenyl ring may suggest the small incorporation of 2-phIm 

into ZIF-8 framework. Interestingly, the vibration from Zn to nitrogen (νZn-N) bonding 

were found blue shifted with the incorporation of either 2-eIm or 2-phIm into the 
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framework, suggesting the increase in stiffness in the Zn—N bonding of the linker-doped 

ZIF-8 framework36, 42 as shown in Figure IV-5. 

 

Figure IV-4. FT-IR spectrum for (a) eIm/ZIF-8 with the appearance of CH2 in-plane 

rocking vibration signal (~ 1057 cm-1) and asymmetric CH2 vibration (~2970 cm-1), and 

(b) phIm/ZIF-8 with the additional in-plane C-H bending vibration (~1072 cm-1) and 

aromatic C-H vibration (~3044 cm-1). 

 

Figure IV-5. FT-IR spectrum showing blue shift on stretching vibrations of Zn-N with 

the incorporation of (a) 2-eIm linker and (b) 2-phIm linker into ZIF-8. 
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The actual dopant amounts in the frameworks were determined through solution 

1H-NMR as shown in Figure IV-6. For eIm/ZIF-8, the ethyl moiety from the 2-eIm linker 

gives two signals on the NMR spectra: a quadruplet from the –CH2– and a triplet from the 

–CH3– proton located at ~ 3.1 and ~ 1.4 ppm, respectively. The strong singlet peak at ~ 

2.7 ppm belongs to the methyl moiety from the 2-mIm linker. For phIm/ZIF-8, the 

benzylic protons are all clustered into the multiplet in ~ 7.6 ppm region. Figure IV-7 shows 

the relationship between the fraction of doping linker used in the precursor solution versus 

the corresponding fraction that is actually incorporated in the framework of ZIF-8. Both 

2-eIm and 2-phIm are incorporated into the framework at much lower fraction than they 

are present in precursor solution. The eIm/ZIF-8 samples synthesized with precursor 

solutions containing 5, 10, 15, 20, and 50% 2-eIm are determined to form doped hybrid 

ZIFs with 2-eIm concentration of approximately 2, 3, 5, 7, and 25%, respectively. The 

phIm/ZIF-8 powders obtained with precursor solutions containing 5, 10, 15, 20% 2-phIm 

are found with 2-phIm concentration in doped ZIFs of approximately 1, 2, 4, and 5%, 

respectively. The low incorporation of these secondary linkers can be expected as their 

bulkier nature than 2-mIm renders unfavorable incorporation into ZIF-8 crystals with SOD 

topology. 
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Figure IV-6. 1H-NMR spectrum of (a) eIm/ZIF-8 and (b) phIm/ZIF-8. The percentage of 

2-eIm and 2-phIm as labeled indicates the concentration the precursor solution. (ref is 

acetic acid) 

 

Figure IV-7. Relationship between the concentrations of secondary linker (2-eIm or 2-

phIm) in the precursor solution vs. the actual amount incorporated in the ZIF-8 framework 

as determined through 1H-NMR. 

Figure IV-8 and Figure IV-9 display the nitrogen physisorption isotherms for the 

eIm/ZIF-8 and phIm/ZIF-8 at different 2-eIm and 2-phIm concentrations. All the eIm/ZIF-

8 and phIm/ZIF-8 samples show the typical type I isotherms, which are similar to those of 
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the parent ZIF-8. Nevertheless, both eIm/ZIF-8 and phIm/ZIF-8 show a decrease in the 

saturation volume as dopant concentrations increase likely due to the presence of bulkier 

dopants. This behavior is similar to the mixed-linker ZIF-7-8 where 2-mIm linker is 

replaced with bulkier benzimidazole linker.53 Furthermore, the incorporation of either 2-

eIm or 2-phIm linker to the ZIF-8 framework reduces both micropore volume and 

Brunauer-Emmet-Teller (BET) surface area as shown in Figure IV-10. ZIF-8 is known to 

be flexible through linker rotation, known as “gate-opening” behavior108, 112 rendering 

sudden increase in nitrogen uptake into the micropores.108 As a result, the adsorption 

isotherm of N2 at 77 K on ZIF-8 displays two steps occurring at relative pressures (P/Po) 

of ~ 0.002 and 0.02108 as shown in Figure IV-8. Moggach et al.160 have shown that ZIF-8 

can realign its packing arrangement at high pressure (1.47 GPa) forming a new phase (ZIF-

8HP)108 different from its structure at ambient temperature and pressure (ZIF-8AP)108 as 

illustrated in Figure IV-8. Later simulated studies108 determined that the second step in N2 

adsorption isotherm at 77 K of ZIF-8 (P/Po of ~ 0.02) corresponds to phase transition of 

ZIF-8 from ambient pressure to high pressure structure through “gate-opening”108, 112 

behavior.  Interestingly, the doping of 2-eIm linker to the ZIF-8 framework increases the 

second step threshold “gate-opening” pressure from P/Po of 0.02 (ZIF-8) to 0.05 (20% 2-

eIm), and further 2-eIm incorporation (50% 2-eIm) leads to complete elimination of the 

gate-opening of ZIF-8. This is attributed to the fact that the bulkier ethyl group of 2-eIm 

adds constriction in the structure making the framework less flexible, thereby requiring 

higher pressure to allow “gate-opening” behavior. Similar observation is made for the 
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phIm/ZIF-8. The elimination of “gate-opening” of ZIF-8 has been previously observed as 

well when 2-mIm linker is substituted with bulkier benzimidazole linker.53  

 

Figure IV-8. Nitrogen physisorption isotherms of  eIm/ZIF-8 compared to ZIF-8 at 77 K 

along with Illustration of ZIF-8 structures at low relative pressure (ZIF-8AP) and high 

relative pressure (ZIF-8HP). 

 

Figure IV-9. Nitrogen physisorption isotherms of phIm/ZIF-8 compared to ZIF-8 at 77 K 

on (a) linear scale and (b) log scale of the relative pressure (P/Po). 
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Figure IV-10. BET surface area and micropore volume of (a) eIm/ZIF-8 with various 2-

eIm concentrations, and (b) phIm/ZIF-8 with various 2-phIm concentrations. Both doping 

linkers concentrations corresponds to the amount in precursor solution. 

The adsorption isotherms of CO2 and CH4 for the linker-doped powders were also 

measured up to 1 bar at 273 K as shown in Figure IV-11. Both eIm/ZIF-8 and phIm/ZIF-

8 exhibit slightly higher CO2 sorption coefficients (34.8 and 32.5, respectively) as 

compared to the pristine ZIF-8 (30.9). At 1 bar, despite the lower surface areas, the 

maximum CO2 uptakes for the both eIm/ZIF-8 (~37.7 cm3/g) and phIm/ZIF-8 (~35.2 

cm3/g) were slightly higher as compared to the pristine ZIF-8 (~32.8 cm3/g), suggesting 

an increase in CO2 affinity upon doping. For the CH4 adsorption isotherms, the linker-

doped samples require higher initial uptake pressure of CH4 as compared to ZIF-8. The 

ZIF-8 sample shows the first uptake of CH4 as low as ~ 0.025 bar, whereas the phIm/ZIF-

8 and eIm/ZIF-8 resist CH4 uptake until ~ 0.11 and ~ 0.23 bar, respectively. Although all 

three samples exhibit different first uptake pressures, they share similar slope isotherms 

(~ 8.9), indicating the absence of preferred interaction between CH4 molecules with any 

of the porous samples. The increase in initial CH4 uptake threshold pressure may be 
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contributed solely to the framework constraint by the introduction of doping linker to the 

ZIF-8 structure, which is in an agreement with the higher second step threshold “gate-

opening” pressure observed for the N2 adsorption isotherms in Figure IV-8. 

  

Figure IV-11. Adsorption isotherms of (a) CO2 and (b) CH4 at 273 K for ZIF-8, 50% 2-

eIm, and 20% 2-phIm. Solid line indicates linear fit trend on the isotherms with equation 

shown in the table and average R2 value of ~ 0.99 and ~ 0.93 for CO2 and CH4, 

respectively. The slope of the linear fit line represents sorption coefficients of CO2 and 

CH4 on the ZIFs. 

Finally, the thermal stability of the linker-doped ZIF-8 samples were analyzed with 

thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) up to 800 °C under inert argon gas flow at atmospheric 

condition as shown in Figure S6. Linker-doping is expected to introduce defects in the 

crystals which may reduce its thermal stability. Interestingly, the thermal stability of both 

eIm-doped and phIm-doped samples are comparable to the pristine ZIF-8 as shown in 

Figure IV-12.  This suggests that linker-doping does not lead to formation of local defects. 
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Figure IV-12. Thermogravimetric analysis of (a) eIm/ZIF-8 and (b) phIm/ZIF-8 with 

various amount of the doping linker. 

IV.3.2. Synthesis and analysis of polycrystalline eIm/ZIF-8 membranes 

eIm/ZIF-8 membranes with various 2-eIm dopant concentrations were grown 

using the microwave-assisted seeding33 and secondary growth method30 and compared to 

pure ZIF-8 membranes. Briefly, eIm/ZIF-8 seed layers were deposited on α-Al2O3 

substrates using the microwave assisted seeding approach, followed by secondary growth 

of the seed crystals in aqueous growth solutions to form continuous polycrystalline 

eIm/ZIF-8 membranes as described in the Experimental section. Three different 2-eIm 

concentrations were investigated to compare the effect of 2-eIm doping to ZIF-8 

framework (5, 10, and 15% of 2-eIm in the seeding and growth solution). Figure IV-13 

shows the XRD patterns of the eIm/ZIF-8 membranes with various 2-eIm concentrations, 

confirming that all eIm/ZIF-8 membranes retained the SOD cubic ZIF-8 structure. 
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Figure IV-13. XRD patterns of eIm/ZIF-8 membranes compared with ZIF-8 simulated 

patterns. Percentage in parentheses corresponds to 2-eIm concentration in the seeding and 

growth solutions. 

Figure IV-14 presents the SEM images of polycrystalline eIm/ZIF-8 membranes 

in comparison with ZIF-8 membranes. Regardless of dopant concentrations, well inter-

grown continuous eIm/ZIF-8 membranes were formed on α-Al2O3 supports. The 

incorporation of 2-eIm led to a reduction in the grain size even for the smallest 2-eIm 

concentration (5%) investigated in this study. This change of grain size was also observed 

in our recent study41 on the mixed-linker polycrystalline ZIF-7-8 membranes (hybrid ZIFs 

consisting Zn2+ metal nodes bridged by a mixture of 2-mIm and benzimidazole linkers), 

in which higher benzimidazole linker led to membranes with smaller crystal grains. 

Interestingly, the cross-sectional view showed that the higher the 2-eIm dopant 

concentration the lower the thickness of the membranes (as thin as ~ 750 nm). Ultrathin 

polycrystalline membranes are highly desirable for their high gas flux.161 The 
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incorporation of a secondary linker such as 2-eIm to ZIF-8 structure may hamper the 

crystallization process by hindering the association of Zn2+ ions with imidazole linkers,162 

thus reducing the growth of crystals (i.e. smaller grains and thinner polycrystalline 

membranes).  

 

Figure IV-14. SEM images of ZIF-8 and eIm/ZIF-8 membranes with various 2-eIm 

concentrations on the top view (top row) and cross-sectional view (bottom row). 

Percentage in parentheses corresponds to 2-eIm concentration in the seeding and growth 

solutions. 

The ATR-IR spectra as shown in Figure IV-15 confirm the presence of 2-eIm 

linkers in the doped ZIF-8 membranes. Similar to the powder samples, the eIm/ZIF-8 

membranes also exhibit the CH2 in-plane rocking vibration signal (~ 1057 cm-1). 

Ultimately, the presence and actual amount of both 2-eIm and 2-mIm in the framework 

eIm/ZIF-8 membranes were determined using the solution 1H-NMR as shown in Figure 

IV-16a. The doped ZIF-8 membranes prepared using seeding and growth solutions 

containing 5, 10, and 15 % 2-eIm are determined to form eIm/ZIF-8 membranes with 2-
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eIm concentrations of approximately 0.3, 1.3, and 2.5 %, respectively as shown in Figure 

IV-16b. The doping amounts of 2-eIm in the membranes are much lower as compared to 

the eIm/ZIF-8 powder. This has been previously observed in our recent report41 on the 

preparation of mixed-linker ZIF-7-8 membranes, where the amount of the secondary 

linker (benzimidazole) were incorporated at a lesser amount for the polycrystalline 

membrane fabrication than the mixed linker ZIF-7-8 powder synthesis.42, 53  

 

Figure IV-15. ATR-IR spectrum of ZIF-8 and eIm/ZIF-8 membranes with various 2-eIm 

concentrations in the seeding and growth solutions as indicated by percentage inside the 

parentheses. 
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Figure IV-16. (a) 1H-NMR spectrum for eIm/ZIF-8 membranes with various 2-eIm 

concentrations in the seed/growth solution; (b) relationship between 2-eIm linker fraction 

in seed/growth solution vs. in the membrane framework. 

To understand this in more detail, we compared the amount of 2-eIm incorporation 

in the framework by different synthesis approaches as summarized in Table IV-2, from 

which two observations can be made. First, the eIm/ZIF-8 seed crystals contain noticeably 

much lower 2-eIm concentration compared to other samples. Secondly, the 2-eIm 

incorporation in the framework for the powder collected from secondary growth solution 

is much higher (more than 3 times) than the eIm/ZIF-8 membranes grown on alumina 

support. . Based on this observation, it is speculated that the low 2-eIm concentration in 

the eIm/ZIF-8 membranes is dictated by the seed crystals despite having the secondary 

growth synthesis yielding eIm/ZIF-8 powder with higher 2-eIm concentration. This 

indicates the importance of linker composition in the nuclei of hybrid ZIFs as it controls 

the secondary linker incorporation during the crystal growth by retaining the same 

composition as the nuclei. 
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Table IV-2. Comparison of 2-eIm incorporation based on different synthesis approaches 

Synthesis methods In solution In framework 

Microwave synthesis (powder) 10 % 3.3 % 

Microwave seeding (seed) 10 % 1.3 % 

2nd growth (powder) 10 % 5.6 % 

2nd growth (membrane) 10 % 1.3 % 

Microwave synthesis (powder) 15 % 5.1 % 

Microwave seeding (membrane) 15 % 2.1 % 

2nd growth (powder) 15 % 8.3 % 

2nd growth (membrane) 15 % 2.5 % 

 

Finally, the gas separation performances of the membranes were compared and 

tested by performing binary gas permeation measurements with an equal-molar 

propylene/propane mixture using the Wicke-Kallenbach technique. Doping of 2-eIm 

linkers into ZIF-8 framework increases both propylene and propane permeances at the 

expense of reduction in separation factors as shown in Figure IV-17a. Despite the analyses 

performed on the doped eIm/ZIF-8 powders showing stiffer Zn-N bonding from FT-IR 

and N2 adsorption isotherms showing increased restriction in linker rotation,36, 42 the 

propylene/propane separation performances of eIm/ZIF-8 membranes display reduction 

in their separation factors. It is worth noting that the gas separation performances of 

polycrystalline membranes are affected not only by selective intracrystalline diffusion but 

also by nonselective intercrystalline diffusion which is mainly through the grain 

boundaries. Since the dopant concentrations in the membranes are less than ~ 2.5 %, 

significantly less than those in the powder samples, it is unlikely to observe improved 

intracrystalline separation due to the restricted linker rotation. Moreover, it is not 
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unreasonable to surmise that the linker doping, though small, compromised the quality of 

the grain boundaries, thereby reducing the separation performance of the membranes.  

 

Figure IV-17. (a) Propylene and propane binary separation performances of eIm/ZIF-8 

membranes  in comparison with ZIF-8 membranes and (b) propylene permeabilities of 

eIm/ZIF-8 membranes as dopant content in solution increases. 

For the increase in the propylene permeance, three attributes need to be considered: 

1) enlargement of effective pore apertures, 2) reduction in membrane thickness, and 3) 

compromised grain boundary structures. Because the propylene permeabilities of all 

membranes (ZIF-8 and eIm/ZIF-8) are comparable as shown in Figure IV-17b, the 2-eIm 

concentration can be determined too low to modify the ZIF-8 membranes molecular 

sieving properties (i.e. effective pore apertures) as explained earlier. Therefore, the 

increase in the propylene permeance can be attributed solely to the reduction of membrane 

thickness and the enhancement of nonselective intercrystalline diffusion upon the doping 

of 2-eIm, decreasing the separation factor. 
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IV.4. Conclusions 

For the first time, we successfully applied a linker doping strategy to incorporate 

two dopant linkers, 2-ethylimidazole (2-eIm) and 2-phenylimidazole (2-phIm), into ZIF-

8 structure while maintaining its cubic SOD structure. It was found that only a limited 

amount of dopants can be incorporated due to the “unsuitability” of these dopant linkers 

to form SOD structures with Zn2+ metal center. The bulkiness and basicity of these dopants 

were also considered to affect the dopant incorporation in framework. As a result, the 

framework dopant concentrations were much less than those in the precursor solutions. 

The doping of both 2-eIm and 2-phIm into ZIF-8 increased the “stiffness” of Zn-N 

bonding, leading to constriction to the flexibility of ZIF-8 framework as displayed in the 

higher threshold “gate-opening” pressure of the doped ZIF-8 as compared to the undoped 

ZIF-8. The restriction also increased the initial CH4 uptake threshold pressure on the 

eIm/ZIF-8. Furthermore, the bulkier moieties of ethyl and phenyl at the 2-position of the 

imidazole linker reduced the micropore volume of the doped ZIF-8. The first 

polycrystalline eIm/ZIF-8 membranes with various 2-eIm dopant concentrations were 

successfully prepared on α-Al2O3 substrates. Interestingly, the eIm-doping led to a 

noticeable reduction in the thickness of the polycrystalline membranes owing to hampered 

crystallization, thereby improving the permeance of propylene with decreased separation 

factor. The doping strategy presented here is expected to open up more options on the type 

of linkers that can be mixed into ZIFs, thereby controlling their properties (e.g. effective 

apertures, porosities, “gate-opening” behaviors, polarities, etc.). 
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CHAPTER V 

SYNTHESIS OF MIXED METAL ZEOLITIC-IMIDAZOLATE FRAMEWORK 

MEMBRANES FOR PROPYLENE/PROPANE SEPARATION* 

*This chapter was adapted with permission from Febrian Hillman, John M. Zimmerman,

Seung-Min Paek, Mohamed R. A. Hamid, Woo T. Lim, Hae-Kwon Jeong, J. Mater. Chem. 

A, 2017, 5, 6090-6099 and modified. Copyright 2017, The Royal Society of Chemistry. 

V.1. Introduction 

The hybrid approach with mixed metals and/or linkers ZIFs were shown to be 

promising solution in tuning the molecular sieving properties (i.e. framework stiffness, 

gas adsorption) as discussed in Chapter III. Despite the potential of hybrid ZIFs (i.e., 

mixed metal and/or mixed linker ZIFs) for membrane-based gas separation applications, 

only a few groups reported successful synthesis of polycrystalline ZIF membranes 

consisting of mixed metal nodes and/or mixed linkers36, 42, 127, 145. Wang et al.127 attempted 

to prepare polycrystalline mixed metal CoZn-ZIF-8 membranes for propylene/propane 

separation. However, poor membrane quality may have led to their contradicting 

separation performance when compared to computational studies.63 In contrast, our group 

has recently prepared Co-ZIF-836 (formerly known as ZIF-6746) membranes, in which 

substitution of Zn2+ with Co2+ led to increase in the “stiffness” of metal—nitrogen bonding 

as discussed previously in Section 2. Computational studies by Krokidas et al.63 showed 

that stiffer and slightly shorter Co-N bond restricts the flip-flopping motion of the 2-mIm 

linkers, reducing the effective aperture size.  Thus, Co-ZIF-8 membranes showed the 
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enhanced propylene/propane separation performances as compared to ZIF-8 

membranes.36 Zhang et al.145 prepared mixed linker ZIF-9-67 (or Co-ZIF-7-8) membranes 

with Co2+ ions bridged by benzimidazolate and 2-methylimidazolate linkers and 

performed various single gas (H2, N2, CO, CH4, CO2) permeation measurements.   

Here, we report preparation of high quality mixed metal CoZn-ZIF-8 membranes 

on α-Al2O3 supports using the microwave-seeding33 and secondary method.37 Contrary 

to the recent report by Wang et al.,127 the membranes showed an improved 

propylene/propane binary gas separation performance with higher propylene/propane 

selectivity when compared to monometallic Zn-ZIF-8 membranes prepared similarly. 

V.2. Experimental 

V.2.1. Material 

Zinc nitrate hexahydrate (Zn(NO3)2•6H2O, 98%, Sigma-Aldrich, hereafter ZnN) 

and cobalt nitrate hexahydrate (Co(NO3)2•6H2O, 98%, Sigma-Aldrich, hereafter CoN) 

were used as metal sources. 2-methylimidazole (C4H5N2, 97%, Sigma-Aldrich, hereafter 

2-mIm) was used as linker sources. Sodium formate (HCOONa, 99%, Sigma-Aldrich) was 

used as a deprotonating agent. Methanol (99.8%, Alfa Aesar) was used as solvent. All 

chemicals were used as purchased without further purification. 

V.2.2. Preparation of mixed metal CoZn-ZIF-8 seed layers and membranes 

CoZn-ZIF-8 seed layers on α-Al2O3 substrates were prepared using microwave-

assisted method similar to previously reported by our group.33 The secondary growth of 
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the CoZnZIF-8 seed layer was done using method similarly reported by Pan et al37 with 

slight modification. Briefly, 4.08 mmol of ZnN and 4.08 mmol of CoN were dissolved in 

40 mL methanol (solution A), and 31.6 mmol of 2-mIm and 1.84 mmol of sodium formate 

were dissolved in 30 mL methanol (solution B). A prepared α-Al2O3 disk was immersed 

in the solution A for 1 h to saturate the substrate with the metal solution. The saturated 

substrate was then held vertically using a home-made Teflon holder and immediately 

inserted into the solution B in a microwave-inert glass tube, followed by microwave 

irradiation with the power of 100 W for 1.5 min. Finally, the tube was naturally cooled 

down for 30 min and the prepared seeded support was washed in 30 ml of methanol under 

gentle rocking for 12 h and dried at room temperature for 24 h. For the secondary growth, 

solution of 0.185 mmol of ZnN and 0.185 mmol of CoN in 20 mL water were poured to 

solution of 27.7 mmol of 2-mIm in 20 mL water, followed by continuous mixing for 2 

minutes. The growth solution was then transferred to a Teflon-lined steel autoclave with 

the seeded support held vertically inside the autoclave. The autoclave was then kept in an 

oven at 120 °C for 24 hour, and cooled by standing at ambient temperature for 2 hours. 

The membrane was washed in fresh methanol under stirring for 2 days. The sample was 

dried at room temperature for 24 hr before further characterization. 

V.2.3. Preparation of monometallic Zn-ZIF-8 seed layers and membranes 

Monometallic Zn-ZIF-8 membranes were prepared similarly to CoZn-ZIF-8 

membranes. Zn-ZIF-8 seed layers on α-Al2O3 substrates were prepared using microwave 

assisted method,33 follows with secondary growth using method similarly reported by 
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Pan et al37 with slight modification. Briefly, 8.16 mmol of ZNH was dissolved in 40 mL 

methanol (solution A), and 31.6 mmol of 2-mIm and 1.84 mmol of sodium formate were 

dissolved in 30 mL methanol (solution B). A prepared α-Al2O3 disk was immersed in the 

solution A for 1 h to saturate the substrate with the metal solution. The saturated substrate 

was then held vertically using a home-made Teflon holder and immediately inserted into 

the solution B in a microwave-inert glass tube, followed by microwave irradiation with 

the power of 100 W for 1.5 min. Finally, the tube was naturally cooled down for 30 min 

and the prepared seeded support was washed in 30 ml of methanol under gentle rocking 

for 12 h and dried at room temperature for 24 h. For the secondary growth, solution of 

0.370 mmol of ZnN in 20 mL water were poured to solution of 27.7 mmol of 2-mIm in 20 

mL water, followed by continuous mixing for 2 minutes. The growth solution was then 

transferred to a Teflon-lined steel autoclave with the seeded support held vertically inside 

the autoclave. The autoclave was kept in an oven at 120 °C for 24 hour, and cooled by 

standing at ambient temperature for 2 hours. The membrane was washed in fresh methanol 

under stirring for 2 days. Finally, the sample was dried at room temperature for 24 hr 

before further characterization. 

V.2.4. Characterizations 

Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) was performed at room temperature on a Rigaku 

Miniflex II powder X-ray diffractometer using Cu-Kα radiation (λ = 1.5406 Å) which was 

scanned with a step size of 0.02°. Scanning electron micrographs were collected using a 

JEOL JSM-7500F operating at 5 keV acceleration voltage and 15 mm working distance. 
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The gas separation performance of CoZn-ZIF-8 membranes was tested using the Wicke-

Kallenbach technique under atmospheric pressure. The 50:50 mixture of propylene and 

propane was supplied to a feed side while a permeate side was swept by argon with the 

total flow rates of both sides maintained at 100 ml/min. The gas composition of the 

permeate side was analyzed using a gas chromatography (Agilent GC 7890A equipped 

with HP-PLOT/Q column). 

V.3. Results and analysis 

CoZn-ZIF-8 with Co/Zn ratio of ~ 1 was grown to membranes using the 

microwave-seeding and secondary growth.33,37 First, CoZn-ZIF-8 seed crystals were 

deposited on an α-Al2O3 substrate through microwave-assisted seeding method.33 Second, 

the seed crystals were subjected to secondary growth to form a continuous CoZn-ZIF-8 

membrane using an aqueous growth solution as described in experimental section. Figure 

V-1a shows the PXRD patterns of the seeded CoZn-ZIF-8 layer and the membrane after 

secondary growth, confirming the phase of both seed crystals and membrane is a SOD ZIF 

structure.  
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Figure V-1. (a) Powder x-ray diffraction (PXRD) pattern of Co0.50Zn0.50-ZIF-8 membrane 

with microwave seeding and after secondary growth; and SEM images of CoZn-ZIF-8 

membrane with Co/Zn ~ 1: b) top view and c) cross section, and Zn-ZIF-8 membrane: d) 

top view and e) cross section.  

Figure V-1(b-e) presents the SEM images of the seed crystal layer and the 

membrane after secondary growth (both top-view and cross-sectional view). From the top 

view, mixed metal CoZn-ZIF-8 crystals were shown to be well inter-grown, forming a 

continuous film on the α-Al2O3 substrate. The cross-section view displays the thickness 

of CoZn-ZIF-8 membrane to be ~ 1.2 µm. Line scanning on the cross section of the 

membrane using EDS-SEM confirms the presence of both Co and Zn for the CoZn-ZIF-8 

membrane while pure Zn for the Zn-ZIF-8 membrane as shown in Figure V-2. 
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Figure V-2. SEM-EDS line scanning of (a) Co0.50Zn0.50-ZIF-8 membrane, and (b) Zn-ZIF-

8 membrane for element Zn and Co. 

The gas separation performance of the membranes was examined by performing 

binary gas permeation measurements with a propylene-propane mixture (50/50) using the 

Wicke-Kallenbach technique. The CoZn-ZIF-8 membranes showed an average propylene 

permeance of about ~ 203.6×10-10 mol Pa-1 m-2 s-1 with an average propylene/propane 

separation factor of ~ 120.2 (Figure V-3). This is a noticeable improvement in propylene-

propane binary selectivity when compared to Zn-ZIF-8 membrane prepared with similar 

method which showed an average propylene permeance of ~ 213.9×10-10 mol Pa-1 m-2 s-1 

and average propylene/propane separation factor of ~ 62.9. This result is contradictory to 

the findings by Wang et al.127 where they showed a reduction in propylene-propane 

selectivity with increased Co to Zn ratio. However, our findings on the increased 
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selectivity with mixed Zn and Co in the frameworks may be supported by other studies. 

For example, Krokidas et al.63 reported a computational study showing that Co-ZIF-8 has 

smaller aperture (3.31 Å) than Zn-ZIF-8 (3.42 Å) which hindered the diffusion of propane 

more so than that of propylene, leading to the enhanced propylene/propane selectivity. 

Therefore, it can be anticipated that the incorporation of Co in the framework of mixed 

metal CoZn-ZIF-8 may lead to smaller aperture than Zn-ZIF-8. Furthermore, as pointed 

out by Kwon et al.,36 the increased stiffness of metal-nitrogen bonding upon incorporation 

of Co in the framework restricts the flipping motion in CoZn-ZIF-8, leading to the 

improvement of the separation factor by reducing the effective aperture size. It should, 

however, be noted that one cannot exclude the possibility of enhanced grain boundary 

structure upon the incorporation of Co, resulting in improved separation performance. 
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Figure V-3. Permeance and separation factor of propylene/propane binary mixture 

measured on Zn-ZIF-8 and CoZn-ZIF-8 membrane. P for permeance and SF for separation 

factor. 

V.4. Conclusions 

Mixed metal CoZn-ZIF-8 membranes with Co/Zn ~ 1 were successfully prepared 

and found to be more selective in separating binary gas mixture propylene propane with 

average separating factor of ~ 120.2 compared to monometallic Zn-ZIF-8 membranes with 

an average separating factor of ~ 62.9. The increased selectivity may be contributed from 

the smaller effective aperture of CoZn-ZIF-8 than Zn-ZIF-8 due to the increase in bond 

stiffness upon the incorporation of Co to the framework as shown from the blue shift of 

M-N on IR band. This work opens up an alternative synthesis method for hybrid ZIF both 

mixed metal and/or linker rapidly using microwave irradiation which could be an 

economically beneficial route for future industry scale up. 
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CHAPTER VI 

RAPID ONE-POT MICROWAVE SYNTHESIS OF MIXED LINKER HYBRID 

ZEOLITIC-IMIDAZOLATE FRAMEWORK MEMBRANES WITH TUNABLE GAS 

SEPARATIONS* 

*This chapter was adapted with permission from Febrian Hillman, Jordan Brito, Hae-

Kwon Jeong, ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces, 2018, 10, 5586-5593. Copyright 2018, 

American Chemical Society. 

VI.1. Introduction 

The synthesis methods of polycrystalline ZIF membranes30, 33-37, 121-122, 163-164  can 

generally be classified into either in situ34-35, 165-166 or secondary (seeded) growth,30, 33, 36-

37, 42, 167 mostly in liquid phase. While the secondary growth allows the formation of 

thinner membranes with better grain boundary structures,30, 33 the in situ methods lead to 

the formation of polycrystalline membranes in a simpler manner because they don’t 

require additional seeding steps.132, 135, 168-170 Besides, due to their unique labile 

coordination chemistry, ZIF films and membranes can be formed in vapor phases as 

well.171-174 Despite these diverse synthesis methods reported, almost all of the current 

synthesis methods require lengthy and often complicated processes demanding several 

hours up to days to prepare well-intergrown polycrystalline ZIF membranes,30, 33-37, 42, 121-

122, 163-167, 171-172 potentially making them expensive. This issue stems from the fundamental 

limitation of crystallization processes by conventional heating, significantly impeding the 

scaling-up of ZIF membranes for commercial separation applications. 
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Microwave-assisted techniques have recently attracted substantial interests for the 

facile synthesis of MOF powders58, 146, 151 and membranes33, 42, 166, 175  due to its rapid and 

volumetric heating.58, 146, 176-177 Jhung and co-worker178 were the first to show the 

applicability of microwave synthesis for ZIF-8. Our group has reported the rapid 

microwave-assisted seeding of ZIF-833, MOF-5175, and CoZn-ZIF-8.42 To obtain the final 

well-intergrown polycrystalline membranes, however, hours of subsequent secondary 

growth steps were necessary. Caro and co-workers163-164, 166 have adopted microwave-

assisted approach for both in situ and secondary growth of polycrystalline ZIF-7163-164 and 

ZIF-8166 membranes, which require several hours to prepare well-intergrown high quality 

membranes. To drastically reduce the cost of ZIF membranes for their practical 

applications, it would be highly desirable to rapidly prepare high-quality ZIF membranes 

in a few minutes or less.  

Despite several polycrystalline ZIF membranes reported, only ZIF-830, 33-35, 37, 124, 

172, 179-182 and its structurally related ZIF-6736, 42 (iso-structure of ZIF-8 with Co2+ centers) 

membranes showed impressive gas separation performance (i.e., propylene/propane 

separation). This rarity of high-performance ZIF membranes attests to the fundamental 

limitations of crystalline materials including ZIFs where the available aperture sizes are 

discrete. In other words, for ethylene/ethane separation, ZIFs with an effective aperture 

size of ~ 3.6 Å are desirable, yet no such reported ZIFs available. To overcome this 

materials challenge, researchers have introduced different metal nodes and linkers,42, 53, 63 

affecting the flip-flopping motion of linkers, thereby the effective aperture sizes (i.e., 
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molecular sieving properties) of ZIFs. Furthermore, it has been shown that the effective 

apertures can be further finely tuned by mixing the metal nodes42 and/or linkers43 within 

the same ZIF frameworks, which can potentially extend the separation application of ZIF 

materials for many important gas mixtures. 

Our group has recently prepared Co-ZIF-836 (formerly known as ZIF-6746) 

membranes, in which substitution of Zn2+ with Co2+ led to increase in the “stiffness” of 

metal—nitrogen bonding. Computational studies by Krokidas et al.63 showed that stiffer 

and slightly shorter Co-N bond restricts the flip-flopping motion of the 2-mIm linkers, 

reducing the effective aperture size. Thus, Co-ZIF-8 membranes showed the enhanced 

propylene/propane separation performances as compared to ZIF-8 membranes.36 

Furthermore, Nair and co-worker43, 53-54, 82 reported the introduction of mixed linkers in 

ZIF-8 led to continuous tuning of the framework functionality43, porosity,53-54 and pore 

size distribution.53 For example, the authors showed that the hydrophobicity and gas 

transport diffusivity of ZIF-8 could be tuned by replacing 2-mIm linker with less bulky 

imidazole-2-carboxaldehyde (ICA) linker containing hydrophilic carbonyl group.43  

Despite the potential of hybrid ZIFs (i.e., mixed metal and/or mixed linker ZIFs) 

for membrane-based gas separation applications, only a few groups reported successful 

synthesis of polycrystalline ZIF membranes consisting of mixed metal nodes and/or mixed 

linkers36, 42, 127, 145. Wang et al.127 attempted to prepare polycrystalline mixed metal CoZn-

ZIF-8 membranes for propylene/propane separation. However, poor membrane quality 

may have led to their contradicting separation performance when compared to 
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computational studies.63 Recently, our group42 prepared high quality mixed metal CoZn-

ZIF-8 membranes showing improved separation factor in propylene/propane gas 

separations relative to ZIF-8 membranes. Zhang et al.145 prepared mixed linker ZIF-9-67 

(or Co-ZIF-7-8) membranes with Co2+ ions bridged by benzimidazolate and 2-

methylimidazolate linkers and performed various single gas (H2, N2, CO, CH4, CO2) 

permeation measurements. To the best of our knowledge, there is no report on high quality 

polycrystalline hybrid ZIF membranes showing tunable gas separation capabilities 

through variation of mixing linker ratio.  

Here we report a rapid microwave-assisted in situ synthesis of well-intergrown 

mixed linker ZIF-7-8 membranes in under ~ 90 seconds. ZIF-7-8 consists of Zn2+ metal 

nodes bridged by a mixture of benzimidazolate (bIm, ZIF-7 linker) and 2-

methylimidazolate (2-mIm, ZIF-8 linker) linkers.53 To the best of our knowledge, this is 

the fastest synthesis of any polycrystalline MOF membranes reported up to now. 

Furthermore, the gas separation performances (separation factor and permeance) of hybrid 

ZIF-7-8 membranes were systematically tuned by varying the bIm-to-mIm ratio 

incorporated into the framework. The unprecedentedly rapid synthesis of ZIF-7-8 

membranes with tunable molecular sieving properties is an important step forward for 

their practical applications in separations of gas mixtures of interest. 
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VI.2. Experimental 

VI.2.1. Materials 

Zinc nitrate hexahydrate (Zn(NO3)2•6H2O, 98%, Sigma-Aldrich, hereafter ZnN) 

was used as metal sources. 2-methylimidazole (C4H5N2, 97%, Sigma-Aldrich, hereafter 

HmIm) and benzimidazole (C7H6N2, 98%, Sigma-Aldrich, hereafter HbIm) were used as 

linker sources. Methanol (99.8%, Alfa Aesar) and dimethylformamide (99.8%, Alfa 

Aesar, hereafter DMF) were used as solvents. Acetic acid-d4 (CD3CO2D, 99.5 atom % D, 

Sigma-Aldrich) was used as reference for 1H-NMR analyses. All materials were used as 

purchased without further purification.  

VI.2.2. Preparation of porous α-Al2O3 substrates 

Disk-shaped alumina substrates (porosity = ~ 46 %, diameter = 22 mm, and 

thickness = 2 mm) with an average pore diameter of ~200 nm were prepared by a pressing 

and sintering method slightly modified from a previously reported method.33 Briefly, α-

Al2O3 power (CR6, Baikowski) was molded into a disk shape by uniaxial pressing and 

was sintered at 1100 °C for 2 h. Then one side of the sintered disks was polished using a 

sand paper (grid #1200) to reduce the surface roughness of the substrates, followed by 

sonication for 1 min in methanol. Subsequently the supports were dried in an oven at 120 

°C for 1 h before usage. 

VI.2.3. Microwave synthesis of mixed linker ZIF-7-8 membranes 

A solution of 27.5 mmol of ZnN in 45 mL of methanol was prepared as a metal 

solution (solution A). A separate solution of (32.7 - x) mmol of HmIm and x mmol of 
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HbIm in 30 mL of DMF was prepared as a linker solution (solution B). The value of x was 

varied from 0 to 32.7. A prepared α-Al2O3 disk was immersed in the solution A for 1 h to 

saturate the substrate with the metal solution. The saturated substrate was then held 

vertically using a home-made Teflon holder and immediately inserted into the solution B 

in a microwave-inert glass tube, followed by microwave irradiation with the power of 100 

W for 90 seconds. The temperature of the growth solution was measured post-microwave 

irradiation with IR gun to be ~ 78 to 83 °C. Finally, the tube was naturally cooled down 

for 30 min. The prepared membrane was washed in 35 ml of methanol under gentle 

rocking for 48 h with exchange of fresh methanol at 24 h mark. The washed membrane 

was dried at room temperature for 48 h. 

VI.2.4. Characterizations 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) was performed at room temperature on a Rigaku Miniflex 

II powder X-ray diffractometer using Cu-Kα radiation (λ = 1.5406 Å) which was scanned 

with a step size of 0.02°. Scanning electron micrographs were collected using a JEOL 

JSM-7500F operating at 5 keV acceleration voltage and 15 mm working distance. 

Attenuated total reflection Infra-red (ATR-IR) spectra were collected using a NICOLET 

6700 Series from Thermo Electron, equipped with a single reflection diamond attenuated 

total reflectance (ATR) attachment (Quest, Specac Inc.). Composition analyses of the 

linker ratios in the mixed linker ZIF-7-8 membranes were determined through solution 

proton nuclear magnetic resonance (1H-NMR) spectra taken from a Varian Mercury 300 

spectrometer (300 MHz system). NMR samples were prepared by submersion of well 
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activated ZIF-7-8 membranes in 800 μL of deuterated acetic acid-d4 for two days. The 

acidic solution dissolves the ZIF-7-8 membranes from the α-Al2O3 supports to Zn2+, 2-

methylimidazolate (2-mIm), and benzimidazolate (bIm). The acetic acid-d4 solution 

containing 2-mIm and bIm linkers were then used for the 1H-NMR analysis to determine 

the bIm-to-mIm linker ratio from each membrane sample. 

VI.2.5. Permeation measurements 

All permeation tests were performed using the Wicke-Kallenbach technique under 

atmospheric pressure at room temperature (298 K). For the single gas measurements of 

small gas molecules (H2, CO2, N2, CH4), both the feed and sweep gas (argon) flow rates 

were set to 100 mL/min. The gas composition of the permeate side was analyzed using a 

gas analyzer (QGA, Hiden Analytical). For the binary mixture measurements of 

propylene/propane, CO2/CH4, and H2/CH4, the total feed flow rate was kept at 100 mL/min 

with each gas at 50 mL/min (1:1 ratio). The permeate side was swept with argon. For the 

propylene/propane gas mixture, the gas composition of the permeate side was analyzed 

using a gas chromatography (Agilent GC 7890A equipped with HP-PLOT/Q column). For 

the CO2/CH4 and H2/CH4 gas mixtures, the gas composition of the permeate side was 

analyzed using a gas analyzer (QGA, Hiden Analytical). 

VI.3. Results and analysis 

Well-intergrown polycrystalline ZIF-7-8 membranes with various bIm-to-mIm 

linker ratios were prepared rapidly (~ 90 seconds) under microwave irradiation illustrated 

in Figure VI-1a. As illustrated in Figure VI-1b, we attempted to tune the effective aperture 
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sizes of hybrid ZIFs by systematically incorporate bIm in the frameworks. Three different 

linker ratios were investigated with bIm amount of 6%, 8%, and 11% in the precursor 

solution (not in the actual framework of ZIF-7-8 membranes). The actual amount of bIm 

incorporation in the framework of ZIF-7-8 membranes may differ from the original 

synthesis solution,42, 53 which will be discussed later in detail. ATR-IR spectra as shown 

in Figure VI-2 confirmed the existence of both linkers in the framework. ZIF-7-8 

membranes exhibit C=C stretching vibration from the aromatic benzene ring of bIm linker 

(~1456 cm-1) and aliphatic C-H stretching bands of the methyl groups from 2-mIm linker 

(~1307 cm-1) verifying the presence of dual linkers in the framework. Interestingly, the 

intensity from methyl group of 2-mIm linker signal (in particular C-H aliphatic stretching 

bands) becomes weaker with increasing bIm concentration, which indicates the 

incorporation of more bIm linker in the framework.  
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Figure VI-1. (a) Schematic illustration for the rapid microwave-assisted in situ synthesis 

of mixed linker ZIF-7-8 membranes and (b) comparison of effective pore aperture of ZIF-

8, ZIF-7, and mixed linker ZIF-7-8. de = effective aperture size. 
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Figure VI-2. ATR-IR spectra of mixed linker ZIF-7-8 membranes at various linker ratios. 

Signal ~1456 cm-1 corresponds to the C=C stretching vibration from the aromatic benzene 

ring of bIm linker, and ~1307 cm-1 represents the C-H stretching bands of the methyl 

groups from 2-mIm linker. 

As presented in Figure VI-3, the XRD patterns of all three ZIF-7-8 membranes 

with different linker ratio match well with ZIF-8, confirming the formation of phase pure 

highly crystalline SOD structures. Furthermore, the peak intensity appears stronger for 

ZIF-7-8 membranes with higher bIm concentration, which may suggest a thicker 

membrane formation. According to the past studies,53 the mixed linker framework 

maintains the I4̅3m space group of ZIF-8 up to 35% bIm loading, and thereafter transitions 

to the R3̅ space group of ZIF-7. Based on these observations, the mixed linker membranes 

are estimated containing less than 35% of bIm in the frameworks. Solution 1H-NMR was 

used to quantify the actual bIm incorporation to the hybrid frameworks. The mixed linker 
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membranes prepared using precursor solutions containing 6%, 8%, and 11% bIm were 

determined to form hybrid membranes with bIm concentrations of approximately 11%, 

15%, and 23%, respectively, which subsequently denoted as ZIF-711-8, ZIF-715-8, and 

ZIF-723-8, respectively.  

 

Figure VI-3. X-ray diffraction patterns of mixed linker ZIF-7-8 membranes at various 

bIm-to-mIm ratios compared with simulated ones of ZIF-7 and ZIF-8. 

SEM images of ZIF-7-8 membranes presented in Figure VI-4 show well-

intergrown ZIF-7-8 membranes formed on alumina substrates with no visible macroscopic 

defects. The microwave synthesis enabled rapid nucleation and growth of crystals forming 

thin films with thicknesses of around 1 - 2 µm. The ZIF-7-8 membranes with higher bIm 

concentration are slightly thicker, as implied by the stronger peak intensity in the XRD 
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patterns. The morphology of ZIF-7-8 membranes are similar to that of randomly oriented 

ZIF-8 membranes,30, 33-34 agreeing with the XRD results. Interestingly, higher bIm linker 

(in particular for the ZIF-723-8) led to membranes with smaller crystal grains as shown on 

the top view of the SEM images (Figure VI-4e). This indicates that addition of HbIm 

linker in the precursor solution increases nucleation rate, thereby forming more uniform 

but smaller crystal grains183 as illustrated in Figure VI-5.  This behavior can be attributed 

due to difference in the acidities of various imidazole linkers,162, 184 affecting the 

crystallization of ZIFs. Protonated bIm linker (i.e., HbIm) has a lower pKa value of 12.8184 

than the protonated 2-mIm (HmIm) of 14.2,162, 184 allowing more dissociation of HbIm 

than HmIm. Therefore, addition of HbIm linker to the precursor solution promotes 

coordination reaction of zinc ions with the deprotonated imidazole linkers (i.e., bIm) for 

crystallization, which affects the formation of ZIF-7-8 membranes, consequently their 

morphologies and microstructures (see Figure VI-5a). Furthermore, the relatively high 

concentration of deprotonated bIm resulted in more incorporation of bIm in the framework 

relative to HbIm-to-HmIm ratio in the precursor solution (see Figure VI-5b).  
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Figure VI-4. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of (a-b) ZIF-711-8, (c-d) ZIF-

715-8, (e-f) ZIF-723-8. Top and bottom rows are the surface views and cross-sectional 

views of the membranes, respectively. 
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Figure VI-5. Illustration showing lower pKa value of HbIm than HmIm allows more 

dissociation of HbIm than HmIm leading to two effects: (a) amount of bIm in precursor 

solution can alter the nucleation rate, which affect the morphologies and microstructures 

of the ZIF-7-8 membranes. (b) The relatively high concentration of deprotonated bIm 

resulted in more incorporation of bIm in the framework relative to HbIm-to-HmIm ratio 

in the precursor solution. 

It is worthy of mentioning here that it was not possible to obtain mono-linker ZIF-

8 or ZIF-7 membranes one-pot under microwaves. In the case of ZIF-8, as shown in our 

previous reports,33, 172 ZIF-8 films consist of ZIF-8 nanoparticles in the range of ~ 100 nm 

that are well distributed but not intergrown (see Figure VI-6). This strongly suggests the 

importance of HbIm linker for the rapid one-pot formation of well-intergrown ZIF 

membranes under microwaves. It is surmised that the promoted nucleation and growth in 

the presence of HbIm linkers may lead not only to the rapid formation of more nuclei but 

also to the promotion of intergrowth. Similar observations were made in the case of mono-

linker ZIF-7, resulting in the formation of ZIF-7 films of non-uniform crystal size 
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distribution with the smaller one of ~ 300 nm, much larger than ZIF-8 crystals (~ 100 nm). 

Interestingly, Zhang et al.145 also observed the similar difficulties of synthesizing mono-

linker Co-ZIF membranes (i.e. Co-ZIF-7 and Co-ZIF-8) while they successfully prepared 

mixed linker Co-ZIF-7-8 membranes.  

 

Figure VI-6. (a) XRD patterns and (b) scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of 

ZIF-8 prepared using the microwave assisted method in this study. 

To study the pore tunability of ZIF-7-8 membranes based on linker ratio variation, 

the prepared membranes were examined by performing binary gas permeation 

measurements using the Wicke-Kallenbach technique. Prior to gas permeation testing, it 

is worth noting the importance of careful activation mixed linker membranes. When mixed 

linker ZIF-7-8 membranes were activated at 120 °C for 4 hours, cracks were formed 

throughout the surface of membranes. The crack formation was likely due to the rapid 

removal of a large organic solvent, DMF (~ 5.5 Å), from the pore of the membranes as 

previously observed.122 In order to avoid the crack formation, ZIF-7-8 membranes were 
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subjected to a controlled activation process as described under the Experimental section. 

The complete removal of DMF solvents from ZIF-7-8 membranes was confirmed through 

the absence of DMF signal in the ATR-IR spectra as shown in Figure VI-7. 

 

Figure VI-7. ATR-IR spectra comparing before and after activation of (a) ZIF-711-8, (b) 

ZIF-715-8, and (c) ZIF-723-8 membranes. IR spectra of activated ZIF-7-8 membranes 

showed the absence of C=O stretching vibration from the dimethylformamide solvent. 

Activated ZIF-7-8 membranes were then tested for binary gas permeation 

performances with a propylene-propane mixture (50/50) as shown in Figure VI-8. 

Systematic reduction of propylene permeance can be clearly observed with increase of 

bulkier bIm incorporation, suggesting the reduction in the effective apertures of the ZIF-

7-8 membranes.43 The aperture restriction inhibit the movement of guest molecules 

through the membranes.53-54 Interestingly, the propane molecule was not detectable 

possibly due to the limitation of our instrument. Consequently, single gas permeation 

measurements were performed using smaller gases such as H2, CO2, N2, and CH4. The 

quality of rapidly synthesized ZIF-7-8 membranes were assessed by comparing with 
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previously reported high-quality ZIF-8 membranes prepared through microwave-assisted 

seeding and secondary growth (labeled as ZIF-8(SG)).33 

 

Figure VI-8. Propylene permeance from the binary gas mixture of propylene-propane 

(50/50) of ZIF-7-8 membranes with varying bIm incorporation to the framework. 

The permeances of these small gas molecules (H2, CO2, N2, and CH4) were reduced 

while the ideal selectivities were improved with increasing bIm-to-mIm ratios (reduction 

in pore opening) as shown in Figure VI-9. The permselectivity constitutes of sorption 

selectivity (thermodynamic partitioning) and diffusion selectivity (kinetic mobility).62 The 

sorption selectivity can be derived from adsorption isotherms of the guest molecule on 

ZIFs, in which Henry’s solubility constant may be obtained as a sorption coefficient. The 

CO2 and CH4 isotherms on ZIF-7 and ZIF-8 have been reported previously.185-186 The 

Henry’s constants of CO2 and CH4 at 298 K for ZIF-7 were estimated by Wu et al.186 as ~ 

2.16 × 10-3 and ~ 2.64 × 10-2, respectively, and for ZIF-8 as ~ 8.0 × 10-4 and ~ 3.4 x 10-4, 
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respectively. The CO2/CH4 sorption selectivities of ZIF-7 and ZIF-8 at 298 K were then 

evaluated to be ~ 12.22 and ~ 2.35, respectively. This shows the improvement of CO2/CH4 

ideal selectivity in ZIF-7-8 membranes (Figure VI-9b) may not only be attributed to the 

reduction in pore opening (diffusive selectivity), but also higher CO2/CH4 sorption 

selectivity of ZIF-7 over ZIF-8. 

 

Figure VI-9. (a) Single gas permeances of various gases on the mixed linker ZIF-7-8 and 

ZIF-8(SG) membranes at 298 K and 1 bar as a function of the kinetic diameter. (b) Ideal 

selectivity of H2/CH4 and CO2/CH4 on ZIF-7-8 and ZIF-8(SG) membranes. ZIF-8(SG) 

membranes were prepared through microwave seeding followed by secondary growth as 

reported elsewhere.33 

Finally, binary gas permeation measurements with H2/CH4 and CO2/CH4 

equimolar mixtures were performed on mixed linker ZIF-7-8 membranes.  As shown in 

Figure VI-10, both H2 and CO2 separation factors increased systematically as more bIm 

was incorporated, strongly suggesting the continuous tunability of molecular sieving 
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properties of hybrid ZIF membranes through variation of bIm-to-mIm ratio in the mixed 

linker membranes. The separation factor of CO2/CH4 for the ZIF-711-8 (low bIm 

incorporation) is comparable to the Knudsen selectivity 𝛼𝐶𝑂2/𝐶𝐻4
 = √𝑚𝐶𝑂2

/𝑚𝐶𝐻4
 = 1.66. 

Interestingly, reduction in H2/CH4 separation factor of ZIF-7-8 membranes was observed 

when compared to the ideal selectivity from single gas permeation tests. This is possibly 

due to the hindrance on the diffusion of highly mobile H2 molecules117 through the reduced 

apertures of ZIF-7-8 membranes by the slower and larger CH4 molecules. When compared 

to the mono-linker ZIF membranes (ZIF-7163-164 and ZIF-830, 140, 166-167, 187-191), the mixed 

linker ZIF-7-8 membranes prepared through the rapid microwave process still exhibit 

comparative performance for both H2/CH4 and CO2/CH4 gas separations as shown in 

Figure VI-11. This suggests the fast microwave in situ synthesis yielded good quality ZIF-

7-8 membranes.   

 

Figure VI-10. Binary testing of (a) H2/CH4 and (b) CO2/CH4 for ZIF-7-8 membranes with 

varying bIm incorporation. 
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Figure VI-11. Comparison of (a) H2/CH4 and (b) CO2/CH4 separation performance for 

mixed linker ZIF-7-8 membranes with the parent ZIF membranes (ZIF-7163-164 and ZIF-

830, 140, 166-167, 187-191). 1 Barrer = 3.348 × 10-16 mol m m-2 s-1 Pa-1 

VI.4. Conclusions 

In this report, well-intergrown hybrid ZIF membranes with 2-methylimidazolate 

(mIm) and benzimidazolate (bIm) linkers (termed ZIF-7-8 membranes) were synthesized 

in situ under rapid microwave heating in less than ~ 90 seconds. To the best of our 

knowledge, this is the fastest preparation of polycrystalline MOF membranes. The 

presence of HbIm linker in the synthesis solution was found critical to obtain high-quality 

ZIF membranes one pot under microwaves. Permeation tests of hybrid ZIF membranes 

showed the systematic tuning in the separation performances. This is attributed to the fact 

that an increase of bulky benzimidazolate linker incorporation reduces the effective 

aperture size of the hybrid framework, consequently improving the separation factor at the 

expense of reduction in permeance. The unprecedented rapid one-pot synthesis of well-
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intergrown ZIF-7-8 membranes with tunable molecular sieving properties is an important 

step forward for their practical applications in the separation of gas mixtures of interest. 
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CHAPTER VII  

CONCLUSION 

 

VII.1. Conclusions 

In this dissertation, we successfully developed three synthesis techniques for 

various hybrid ZIFs crystals by utilizing the microwave irradiation. The microwave-

assisted approach significantly shortens synthesis time and produces a higher yield as 

compared to traditional synthesis. Furthermore, for the first time, we were able to obtain 

hybrid ZIFs with mixed metals and mixed linkers (i.e. CoZn-ZIF-7-8) through one-step 

microwave. Some doped ZIFs, such as eim/ZIF-8 and phIm/ZIF-8, were also successfully 

obtained through one-step microwave-assisted synthesis, which were previously failed 

through conventional approach.64 Furthermore, we successfully fabricated a high quality 

mixed metal CoZn-ZIF-8 polycrystalline membrane showing improved 

propylene/propane separation performance. We were able to adopt the microwave 

technique to significantly reduce the synthesis of mixed linker ZIF-7-8 membranes 

through one-pot method to under 90 seconds. 

The hybrid ZIFs reported here showed interesting tunable framework properties. 

For example, the “stiffness” of metal-nitrogen bond can be improved continuously as more 

Co is incorporated in the framework of the mixed metal CoZn-ZIF-8. As a result, the 

effective pore apertures can be finely tuned by varying the Co to Zn ratio. Thus, the 
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fabricated mixed metal CoZn-ZIF-8 membranes showed an improved separation factor 

performance when compared to the pristine Zn-ZIF-8 membranes owing to the 

incorporation of Co that reduces the effective pore apertures of the mixed metal 

framework. The eIm/ZIF-8 and phIm/ZIF-8 synthesized through the linker-doping 

strategy displayed alteration in their framework properties. IR spectra showed that M-N 

bonding vibration were blue-shifted with incorporation of dopant linker. Furthermore, the 

doping of 2-eIm introduce constriction in the framework flexibility. For example, the 

nitrogen physisorption isotherms for eIm/ZIF-8 showed an increase in threshold pressure 

to initiate the “gate-opening” motion owing to a bulkier dopant 2-eIm linker than the 

original 2-mIm linker. Furthermore, the eIm/ZIF-8 also displayed an increase in the initial 

uptake pressure for the CH4 gas adsorption isotherms. 

The fabricated hybrid linker ZIF polycrystalline membranes also displayed tunable 

framework properties and membrane morphology. For example, the permeation tests of 

ZIF-7-8 membranes showed the systematic tuning in the separation performance attributed 

to the fact that an increase in bulky benzimidazole linker incorporation reduces the 

effective aperture size of the hybrid framework. Consequently, the separation factor is 

improved at the expense of reduction in permeance.  

It is worth noting that aside from the tunable framework properties, the hybrid 

approach affects the morphology of the crystal formation. This can be expected as 

different metal salts and imidazolate linkers would have varying properties (e.g. pH, size, 

preferred coordination for metal center, etc.). As a result, the crystal sizes and distribution 
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could be altered with the presence of secondary metals and/or linkers. The morphology of 

the polycrystalline membranes have also been shown to be affected significantly due to 

presence of secondary linker. For example, the membrane thickness were shown to be 

reduced with incorporation of eIm dopant into the framework, increasing membrane 

productivity. Furthermore, both mixed linker ZIF-7-8 membranes and linker-doped 

eIm/ZIF-8 membranes displayed a smaller crystal grain with crystal intergrown as 

compared to the pristine ZIF-8 membranes. These crystal intergrown may cause increased 

in the grain boundaries which could jeopardize the separation performance of these 

polycrystalline hybrid ZIF membranes.  

VII.2. Perspective in using hybrid ZIF deriving from ZIF-8 for gas separations 

The SOD cage consists of eight six-member ring (6-MR) and six four-member ring 

(4-MR). Gas diffusion through ZIF-8 involves molecular jumping from one SOD cage to 

another which is mainly governed by the pore apertures of 6-MR. As illustrated in Figure 

VII-1a, the effective diameter of these pore apertures is influenced by the distance between 

the closest CH group hydrogens of two neighboring linkers.111, 126 Thus, the three 

alternating imidazolate linkers with the C4 and C5 pointing toward the center of 6-MR 

mainly contributed to the effective pore apertures. However, this should not exclude the 

importance in modification of C2 position as it has been shown to modify the effective 

pore apertures of the 6-MR as well.43 This brings attention to the importance in location 

of secondary M/L within the 6-MR. For example, there are multiple combination to 

arrange the location of three secondary M/L within the 6-MR as illustrated in Figure 3c 
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and d. It is not surprising that series distribution (Figure VII-1d) would have different 

effective pore apertures than alternating placement (Figure VII-1c) of the secondary M/L. 

While it is not an easy task to control the location of these secondary linkers, steric 

hindrance could be inferred as the main influence that guide their location. Krokidas et 

al.192 have performed density functional theory (DFT) calculations showing non-uniform 

linker distribution reveals higher energies as compared to random ones.  On the other hand, 

Goodwin and co-worker92 have found evidence of compositional inhomogeneity in mixed 

metal CdZn-ZIF-8 (dual metal Cd2+ and Zn2+ of ZIF-8), which affect the framework 

aperture characteristics. They integrated non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) 

analysis with infrared spectroscopy data and identified the tendency of homometallic 

clustering.92 
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Figure VII-1. (a) Effective pore aperture diameter of 6-MR in ZIF-8 (i.e. red circular 

dotted line) is influenced by the distance between the closest CH group hydrogens of two 

neighboring linkers (i.e. black arrow lines);126 and illustration of 6-MR in SOD cage of 

(b) pristine ZIF-8, and hybrid ZIF-8 with (c) alternating and (d) series orientation of 

secondary M/L. 

The distribution of secondary linker is even more crucial in modifying the gas 

diffusivity through the hybrid frameworks. A successful modification can be expected 

with at least one secondary linker in all eight 6-MR of the SOD cage, and preferably with 
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linker placement where the C4 and C5 of the secondary linker is pointing toward the center 

of 6-MR. For example, substitution of 2-mIm linker in ZIF-8 with bulkier bIm linker is 

expected to reduce the pore aperture of the framework.41, 53 However, at least one mIm 

linker need to be replaced from all eight 6-MR available in the SOD cage to have a 

reduction pore apertures that effectively improve the selectivity of the hybrid 

framework.192 6-MR in absence of bIm linker can be considered as defective windows of 

the SOD cage where mixture of penetrants can diffuse through these windows non-

selectively. Furthermore, it is desirable for the bIm linker to have its benzene ring pointing 

toward the center of 6-MR to adequately reduce the effective pore apertures of the SOD 

cage.  

The critical requirement of modifying gas diffusivity through mixed linker 

approach could explain the unexpectedly moderate improvement in separation factor of 

various binary gas mixtures through the mixed linker ZIF-7-8 membranes recently 

reported by our group.41 Although considerable amount of bIm linker (up to 23%) were 

successfully incorporated in the mixed linker membranes,41 it may not be enough to 

modify all eight 6-MR in the hybrid SOD cages. Krokidas et al.192 recently reported a 

further analysis through computational studies in the effect of linker distribution and ratio 

of ZIF-7-8 on penetrants diffusivity through the hybrid frameworks. Considering that there 

are two cages in one unit cell of ZIF-8 and a total of 24 linkers in one SOD cage,29 a 

minimum of 33% bIm linker replacement is necessary to incorporate at least one bIm 

linker in all eight 6-MR and modify the penetrants diffusivity through the hybrid 
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frameworks. Diffusivity study clearly shows that below the 33% replacement threshold 

the separation performance is ruined severely by the presence of at least one all-mIm 6-

MR apertures (ZIF-8-alike apertures), which keep the overall diffusivity ratio of 

penetrants at low levels.192 

Aside from M/L distribution in the hybrid frameworks, there are more points that 

need to be considered from the effect of mixing M/L in fabricating hybrid ZIF 

polycrystalline membranes for gas separations. First, it is reasonable to surmise that 

incorporation of foreign M/L, with different sizes, can introduce distortion in the hybrid 

frameworks,53 which yields more defects193-194 (i.e. linker vacancy, metal center vacancy, 

and dangling linker) compromising the separation performance and stability of the 

membranes.  

Secondly, secondary M/L introduce new crystallization rate (nucleation and 

growth),41-42, 53, 195 impacting the morphology and microstructure of the membranes. For 

example, the presence of protonated bIm linker, with lower pKa value than protonated 

mIm linker, increases both crystal growth and nucleation rate, thereby forming thicker 

mixed linker ZIF-7-8 membranes with smaller crystal grains than pristine ZIF-8 ones.41 

Furthermore, different metal centers with various sizes and bonding stability with the 

imidazolate linker could also impact the crystallization rate,42, 195 which may impose 

morphological change in the fabrication of mixed metal ZIF membranes. While the 

thickness of the membranes certainly contributes to the gas permeances through the 

membranes, the size of the crystal grains may also affect the gas separation performance. 
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The formation of polycrystalline membranes consist of overgrown crystal grains into each 

other, in which small crystal grains present more grain boundaries that can be a weakness 

point for defect formation.196-198 It is worth noting that varying the M/L ratio could 

essentially affect the crystallization rate. Therefore, a synthesis procedure that works for 

one M/L ratio to fabricate well-intergrown hybrid ZIF membranes may not work for other 

M/L ratio. 

Thirdly, the variation in M/L ratio among the hybrid crystal grains throughout the 

polycrystalline layer may influence the effective diffusion through the membranes as 

illustrated in Figure VII-2. Berens et al.199 recently reported evidences for a distribution 

over ethane diffusivities among ZIF-7-8 crystals synthesized from the same batch. 

Therefore, it is not unlikely for the possibility in variation of M/L ratio among the seed 

crystals which are continuously grown into uneven distribution of hybrid crystal grains 

throughout the polycrystalline layer as illustrated in Figure VII-2. Differences in M/L ratio 

among the crystal grains poses uneven gas transport throughout the hybrid ZIF 

polycrystalline membranes affecting their gas separation performance.  
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Figure VII-2. Illustration of hybrid crystal seeds on ceramic support with (a) uniform and 

(b) non-uniform M/L ratio represented by yellow and blue crystals, respectively; follow 

by continuous growth into (c) uniformly and (d) non-uniformly distributed hybrid 

polycrystalline layer with uniform M/L ratio, whereas red arrows represent non-uniform 

gas transport through hybrid polycrystalline layer with non-uniform M/L ratio among the 

crystal grains.   

Fourthly, the distribution of secondary M/L within the hybrid crystal grain can 

affect the framework properties as well. For example, mixed linker ZIF with random linker 

distribution throughout the hybrid crystals have different adsorption properties than the 

same mixed linker ZIF with unique yolk-shell structure85 (as previously mentioned in 

“General synthesis approach for hybrid ZIFs” section). Interestingly, our group have 

shown the outer-shell modification can be a mean to alter the effective thickness of 

polycrystalline ZIF membranes, which can alter their gas separation performance.200 
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